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Introduction
One billion people (15% of the world’s population) experience some form of disability, and this
could be a physical or mental disability. Persons with disabilities are more likely to experience
disadvantageous socioeconomic outcomes which include lower levels of education education, poorer
health outcomes, lower levels of employment, and higher poverty rates. When a humanitarian
emergency occurs, such as a natural or manmade disaster, persons with disabilities are much more
likely to obtain injuries. A reason for this is the lack of physical accessibility within infrastructure as well
as the lack of humanitarian assistance from organization. That being said, the lack of accessibility within
infrastructures due to damages affects all people regardless of their physical capabilities. Disabled
people also tend to become more vulnerable through emergencies as they are less likely to be able to
escape from hazardous situations because of the inaccessibility and ineffectiveness of moving
themselves from the area of disaster or being forced to be left behind when a community is being
evacuated because of the lack of planning within the evacuation. Even in the event of successfully
escaping a disaster, their lives are still at higher risk due to the loss of essential medications or assistive
devices. As well as, have greater access to basic needs such as but not limited to: food, water, shelter,
latrines, and health care services.
Disabled people have the same rights as any other human being, therefore their basic rights of
being protected during times of disaster should be just as prevalent as that of a non-disabled person.
Their rights are already being neglected through adverse socioeconomics, which in turn gives them a
less than favourable life as they are subjected to discrimination and neglect from society. Through
ensuring that disabled people are being protected during situations of risk, it is one step closer in
allowing disabled people to be looked upon as an individual rather than an object of inability and burden.
Disabled people are constantly looked on as if they are an object of charity whom are not able to think for
themselves or care for themselves, but in actuality, disabled people should be treated as capable people
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who can make decisions based on their “free and informed consent as well as being active members of
society” (UNDSPD).

Definition of Key Terms
Humanitarian
In accordance with the World Health Organization’s definition (sourced from the Oxford Dictionary),
humanitarian refers to a person who seeks to promote human welfare. A humanitarian’s goal is to
save lives, relieve suffering, and maintain human dignity regardless of a person’s gender, sexual
orientation, religion and/or national divisions.
Humanitarian Assistance
According to the World Health Organization, humanitarian assistance is aid to a stricken population
that complies with the basic humanitarian principles of humanity, impartiality and neutrality. There
are three categories for assistance based on the degree of contact with the stricken population.
1. Direct Assistance - face-to-face distribution of goods and services.
2. Indirect Assistance - transporting relief goods or relief personnel.
3. Infrastructure Support - providing general services such as, road repair, airspace management
and power generation that facilitate relief (not necessarily visible to or solely for the benefit of the
stricken population).
Humanitarian Emergency
According to the Humanitarian Coalition, a humanitarian emergency is an event or series of events
that represents a critical threat to the health, safety, security or wellbeing of a community or other
large group of people, usually over a wide area.
Persons with Disabilities
Explained by the United Nations as all persons with disabilities including those who have long-term
physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which, in interaction with various attitudinal and
environmental barriers, hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with
others.
Risk Assessment
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The Inter-Agency Contingency Planning Guidelines for Humanitarian Assistance 2001 states that a
risk assessment is an evaluation of the probability of occurrence and the magnitude of the
consequences of any given hazard. For example, how likely is a hazard and what are the
consequences of it?
Relief Operations
According to the World Health Organization, it is intended to respond to the immediate need to save
lives, limit extraordinary suffering, prevent further injury to the population or damage to the society.

Background Information
Within the topic of protecting the rights of persons with disabilities in situations of risk and
humanitarian emergencies, the issue of inequality is extremely prevalent. Majority of people with
disabilities live without their basic rights as communities see them as a minority that does not necessarily
deserve the same rights as a person without disabilities. During situations of risk and humanitarian
emergencies, persons with disabilities are most likely to be left behind as communities believe it is easier
to leave them behind rather than help them evacuate to safety.
Human Rights of Persons with Disabilities
On the 9th of December, 1975, the General Assembly passed the Declaration on the Rights of
Disabled Persons which entailed a list of basic rights that persons with disabilities should have. The
second clause explained that regardless of “race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinions, national or social origin, state of wealth, birth or any other situation applying either to the
disabled person himself or herself or to his or her family" (OHCHR) all rights stated in the declaration
shall be granted to them. Persons with disabilities, especially in less developed countries (LDCs), do not
always have the opportunities to have proper medical, psychological and functional treatment which
strips them from being able to contribute and function within societies.
Discrimination
Apart from being most likely to get left behind during a situation of risk, persons with disabilities
live their entire lives deprived of life’s fundamental experiences. In less developed countries,
children with disabilities have little hope in having the ability to attend school and gain a proper
education. In fact, 98% of children in developing countries do not receive education. Across the
world, it is significantly harder to get a job if you are disabled. Less than one in five people work in
labor force and out of the 14.5% of persons with disabilities who were unemployed in the United
States in 2009, a full third of could only obtain part time jobs. Persons with disabilities live their
entire lives in a world where they do not receive proper treatment within society. Persons with
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disabilities make up the world’s largest and most disadvantaged minority. From lack of education
to not being able to live independently, persons with disabilities have a lesser than desired
lifestyle.
Persons with disabilities also have a history of exclusion and dehumanization. In more
economically developed countries (MEDCs), people are more likely to ignore a disabled person
even if they can see that they need help. Some people look upon people with disabilities with
distaste which can be due to religion and other personal beliefs. In Buddhism, it is believed that
the concept of karma, the sum of a person's actions in this and previous states of existence are
the deciding factors of their fate in future existences, creates people with disabilities. Buddhist
believe that if you are mentally or physically impaired, it is a direct result from an action you did in
a previous life. People with disabilities are also highly likely to be perceived as a charity case
rather than a functioning human being which dehumanizes them and makes them feel as a lesser
person.
The Nordic Countries such as Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Norway have very strong
disability policies which have prevented large amounts of discrimination against persons with
disabilities. Sweden focuses mostly on the infrastructure of their buildings as well as ensuring that
there is 24 hour assistance in houses if needed. They also help when it comes to finding a job by
providing the business or company that hires a person with a disability wage subsidies.
Accessibility
In 2011, Japan was hit with both a tsunami and an earthquake. Following both tragedies,
statistics showed that the fatality rate of disabled people were twice that of non-disabled people.
Japan’s infrastructure is built to withstand shocks from earthquakes and the effects from
tsunamis. However, when it comes to evacuating a disabled person, Japan is put in the same
situation as any other country in a situation of risk or humanitarian emergency. There is no better
country that is more prepared for the consequences and problems that come with natural
disasters but they still fail to recognize the need to protect all people, including those who are
disabled. These needs could include proper evacuation methods for people with wheelchairs or
other crucial equipment. People with disabilities that do not impair their ability to walk have an
advantage as they are able to navigate themselves to safe spaces.
The issue of accessibility is more prevalent in less developed countries as they are less likely to
have infrastructure suited for wheelchair use and their health clinics may not have the best
medication or equipment needed. Persons with disabilities are less likely to be able to be properly
treated in a medical facility if they live in an LDC because of the lack of accessibility to high
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quality treatments. The inaccessibility to their basic needs causes for more problems within the
person and can make living more difficult.
Situations of Risk and Humanitarian Emergencies
One of the main issues with the evacuation of persons with disabilities in situations of risk and
humanitarian emergencies is that communities have not done prior planning into how to make obstacles
more accessible for persons with disabilities. As they are not prepared to help persons with disabilities,
they are likely to be left behind while everyone who is able to travel independently evacuate the area.
Even in the case that they have the capability of leaving, they have likely left important medication and
equipment which will not be replaced for days or weeks because it is not a priority. Without important
medication, their condition can worsen leading them to have even more difficulties throughout the rest of
their lives and without equipment it will be harder for them to maneuver their way around destroyed
roads and buildings which will strip them away from the efficiency of having a piece of equipment such
as a wheelchair. By ensuring that there is a sufficient amount of medicine that is either identical to the left
behind medication or a good temporary substance, persons with disabilities have gained back another
basic human right which is the right to medical, psychological and functional treatment.

Major Countries and Organizations Involved
United Nations Division for Social Policy and Development (UNDSPD)
The UNDSPD is part of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA) of the United
Nations. The Division’s purpose is to strengthen international cooperation for social development,
particularly in the areas of poverty eradication, productive employment and the social inclusion of older
persons, youth, family, persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples, person marginalized from society
and development. The DSPD is one of the major divisions within the United Nations which is dedicated
to upholding the articles within the convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
World Health Organization (WHO)
 WHO’s efforts to support Member States to address disability are guided by the overarching
principles and approaches reflected in the WHO global disability action plan 2014-2021,  the World report
on disability, and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The WHO global disability

action plan 2014-2021 is similar to the UN Millennium Goals or the Sustainable Development Goals in
the sense that they are all action plans established in order to improve upon current issues. The WHO
action plan provides goals for the entire world in how to achieve proper healthcare and rights to people
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with disabilities. The World Report on Disability is an extensive 350 page report which highlights issues
that people with disabilities face on an everyday basis as well as it emphasizes the need for proper
assistance to people with disabilities during situations of risk and emergencies (link to full report in
appendix). And lastly, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is a treaty that ensures
that persons with disabilities are ensured their rights.
Human Rights Watch (HRW)
 HRW is an international non-governmental organization which was created for the purpose of
upholding human dignity and advancing human rights for all. The Human Rights Watch defend the basic
rights of people worldwide by investigating abuses and ensuring that those with power respect the rights
of people and secure social justice for all. The Human Rights Watch has also set up programs and
campaigns in order to raise awareness to the issue of protecting rights as well as releasing a brochure
about persons with disabilities.

Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event

10 December, 1948

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United
Nations, which established the basic rights of all human beings on earth. Article
25 mentions “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the
health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing,
housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to
security in the event of unemployment, sickness, d
 isability, widowhood, old
age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control”.

3 December, 1982

The United Nations recognizes the issue of the lack of rights for persons with
disabilities and establishes The World Program of Action Concerning the
Disabled. The purpose of the program was to “promote effective measures for
prevention of disability, rehabilitation and the realization of the goals of ”full
participation” of disabled persons in social life and development, and of
equality”.

20 December, 1993

Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with
Disabilities was adopted by the General Assembly. Although it is not a legally
binding document, it represents moral and political commitment of governments
to take action in ensuring equality for persons with disabilities.
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19 December, 2001

The establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee on a Comprehensive and Integral
International Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights and
Dignity of Persons with Disabilities.

13 December, 2006

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was drafted for the
purpose of “promoting, protecting and ensuring the full and equal enjoyment of
all human rights and fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabilities, and
to promote respect for their inherent dignity”.

30 March 2007

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was passed by the
Secretary General of the UN. The treaty includes 50 thorough articles on
ensuring that the rights of persons with disabilities are met.

April 2017

As of April, it has 160 signatories and 174 parties, which includes 172 states
and the European Union.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 30 March 2007

●

Implementation of the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons: realizing the
Millennium Development Goals for persons with disabilities, 24 January 2008 (A
 /RES/62/127)

●

Disability, 27 May 2013, (WHA66.9)

●

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030, 23 June 2015 (A
 /RES/69/283)

●

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Optional Protocol thereto, 12
February 2016 (A/RES/70/145)

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue
 Within the Sustainable Development Goals established by the United Nations, Goal 10 is aimed
at reducing inequality within and among countries which include inequality amongst persons with
disabilities. These goals were set in order to assist in improving economical, social, and environmental
development which in turn will allow for people to address big problems appropriately. As the
Sustainable Development Goals were only established in September of 2015 therefore there hasn’t been
much progress yet. But by comparing the new goals with the Millennium Goals, it is safe to assume that
these goals will be as successful as they were. The Millennium Goals was able to save more than 21
million lives due to reducing poverty as well as focusing on the other 7 goals throughout the 15 years
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The Human Rights Watch has on several occasions investigated cases on countries and
communities not upholding the basic rights for persons with disabilities. In April of 2017, the Human
Rights Watch proceeded with a study in order to understand the level of risk that persons with disabilities
in the Central African Republic. Through this, they realized that persons with disabilities face violent
attacks, forced displacement, and ongoing neglect in the humanitarian response. Throughout the entire
country, armed groups forced families out of their houses and into the bush (uncultivated land) where
hundreds died due to disease and hunger. Many were also killed by the different armed groups. Persons
with disability were in a position of risk as they were less able to defend themselves and escape from the
armed groups. In order to alleviate inequality in the Central African Republic, a peace accord was signed
on 19 June 2017 with the hope that “people with disabilities and other at-risk groups should get the
protection and assistance they desperately need” (Lewis Mudge). The peace accord was aimed at
putting a stop to the rebel groups by giving the groups representation in political arena in exchange for
an end to attacks. It was signed between the rebel groups and the government of Central African
Republic. This however has not been completely successful as there are still attacks that occur.
The Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities established by the OHCHR is a group
of 18 independent experts which monitor the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities.The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is an international human
rights treaty adopted by the General Assembly which has been able to bring the rights of persons with
disabilities to light. The creation of this treaty has provided a step forward into ensuring that persons with
disabilities obtain the same amount of rights as a person without disabilities.

Possible Solutions
Creating an international protocol which gives communities a straightforward guideline of how to
assist persons with disabilities in evacuating.  This will ensure that communities are prepared and have a
plan in the case that a humanitarian emergency does occur, this will lessen the chances of persons with
disabilities being left behind in their communities. There could be a specific team within the community
that volunteers to stay back and help transport the persons with disabilities to a safe zone.
Raising awareness through various campaigns as well as through online media in order for the
public to understand the issue of discrimination against persons with disabilities as well as to guide the
public into understanding that persons with disabilities deserve the same rights to live as a person
without disabilities. Although this may be generic, ensuring that campaigns are actively sending the
message of equal rights to people with disabilities is a step in the right direction. Small changes can in
turn allow bigger changes to happen.
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Ensuring that water and sanitation facilities are accessible for persons with disabilities as well as
ensuring that they receive proper health care as well as basic needs such as clothing and food. This can
be provided through NGOs such as the Human Rights Watch and the World Health Organization. Health
care and rehabilitation services should be available for all as well as ensuring that there is backup
medicine and equipment (such as wheelchairs) to compensate for what might have been left behind
during the evacuation.
Modify infrastructure in order to be more accessible for persons with disabilities, ensure that
buildings have a way for persons with disabilities to transport themselves to the ground floor in the case
that they are immobile. Ensure that there is a way for them to travel safely through destroyed bridges
and roads. For example, in fire emergencies, people who have the capability of walking can use the
stairs or an exterior fire escape. However, people who use a wheelchair or other equipment have no way
of travelling down without the use of an elevator or someone physically carrying them. By implementing a
wheelchair ramp indoors and outdoors it could relieve the difficulty of transporting someone out of a
building.
Ensuring that people with physical disabilities receive 24 hour assistance if needed. This can be
modelled after Sweden’s disability policy where they employ people to always be prepared to help.
Improve protection to persons with disabilities with the help of UN affiliated bodies. Protection in
the sense that they are not wrongly discriminated both during situations of risk and on an everyday basis
by creating a union or group for people with disabilities in order to ensure that they have people to
support them. Some UN bodies could be the CRPD (Committee on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities). This is order to ensure that persons with disabilities do not get physically or mentally abused
nor neglected within communities.
Assess communities that have a history of humanitarian emergencies and note how many people
with disabilities they have in order to be able to provide replacement medication or equipment in the
event that they are put into another situation of risk. Humanitarian emergencies include ar med conflicts,
epidemics, famine and natural disasters.
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Appendix or Appendices
I.

WHO: world report on people with disabilities (HIGHLY RECOMMENDED)

II.

WHO: global disability action plan 2014-2021

III.

HRW: Human Rights Watch website about disability rights

IV.

HRW: brochure about disabilities

V.

HRW: Central African Republic war crimes

VI.

UN: statement of the on disability inclusion for the World Humanitarian Summit pdf

VII.

Sweden’s Disability Policy: good read if you want to learn more about how Sweden has tackled
discrimination against people with disabilities.

VIII.

Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
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Pictograph 1: Recent Impact
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Introduction
Every child is entitled to the knowledge that they are safe to survive and should be protected from
acts of violence, abuse and exploitation in every setting. This does not exclude the environments that
children experience whilst using information and communication technologies (ICT).
We live in a reality where violence against children is still a pressing matter in all countries; no
region is immune. UNICEF conducted a review in 2012 on child abuse and exploitation. They found that
1 in 3 children have experienced abuse, violence and exploitation. The study did not include statistics on
abuse that is facilitated through ICT. However, connectivity and lack of prior knowledge on the subject of
online safety and how to be protected online makes children vulnerable to exploitation and abuse via
communication technologies.
 Over the past 15-20 years the spread and usage of ICTs has increased, fueled in particular by
the proliferation of mobile internet devices. In 2015, the International Telecommunication Union
estimated that approximately 3.2 billion people, or almost half of the world's population, would be online
by the end of the year. Of them, about 2 billion are from developing countries, including 89 million from
least developed countries. This is an overwhelmingly positive development for both developed and
developing countries. ICT connectivity has beneficial impacts on trade, innovation and entrepreneurship,
economic development, medical services and social well being. Children in particular derive substantial
net benefits, for instance, access to educational tools and resources.
However, ICT can also hide illegal content and children are threatened by sexual exploitation
online. ICT has given people who have sexual interests in children a new gateway to share information,
create new identities, and normalise their behaviour. From 2001 to 2004 there has been a very dramatic
increase of children using ICT and hence there has been an increase in the amount of children
susceptible to sexual exploitation.
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Over the past decade there has been a spread of internet use, mobile phones and other devices.
This spread of ICT has been received positively by the international community because of the access to
information and communication that it facilitates. ICT have also been seen as beneficial towards the
education of children as well as socialising. However, it has also created new risks of safety for children.
The most prominent of these threats is the increased opportunities for abuse and exploitation. Through
ICT it is now much easier for children to engage with strangers and hence share private information, this
is all done whilst the parental supervision and monitoring of their activities is very limited. Children,
however, are also not fully aware of the risks that come with using ICT.
ICT and advancement in these technologies also exist as a gateway for criminal activities that
could possibly pose a threat to children. The problem with this is that law enforcement agencies often
lack the financial and technological resources to monitor and investigate digital crime.
ICT will only become more popular and common amongst children. The risk of sexual exploitation
of children have increased and will continue to do so unless the problem is combatted correctly.

Definition of Key Terms
Child
A human being below the age of 18 years.
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) refer to technology that gives us access to
information via telecommunications. It is very similar to Information Technologies (IT), however it
mainly tends to focus on communication technology. ICT include the Internet, cell phones, wireless
networks (WIFI) and other communication technologies.
Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
Sexual exploitation and Abuse is defined as any attempt of harm of a person of vulnerability,
differential power, trust for sexual purposes. This includes profiting monetarily, socially or politically
from the sexual exploitation of another human being.
Cybercrime
Cybercrime is any illegal behaviour which is directed through the means of electronic operations that
targets a computer system or the data which is possessed by that computer system. It is any illicit
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activities committed in relation towards a network, including crimes like illegal possession of illicit
data or the distribution of that data.
Cyber Security
Cyber Security is being protected against any unauthorized or criminal use of data, or being
protected against the measures of achieving this data.
Cyber Predator
Cyber Predators are defined as adult users who have the intentions of exploiting vulnerable children
for sexual or other abusive purposes. Cyber Predators are sexual predators who use ICT to target
and victimize children.
Phishing
Phishing is the practice of impersonating an organization or person in an attempt to obtain financial
or private information from another person.
Tor Servers
Tor servers directs Internet traffic through a worldwide, volunteer overlay network of thousands of
relays in order to conceal a user location from anyone conduction traffic analysis or network surveillance.

Background Information
Dark/Deep Web
The dark web is an encrypted network that exists in between Tor servers and it’s clients.
However, the deep web is websites that are not accessible from the conventional search engines we use
today, such as Bing and Google. The deep web also provides services such as online banking and
emails which are protected by a pay wall. In a recent study of 5,000 dark web sites, it was found that
more than half contained information and deals in areas like extremism, child pornography, illicit drugs
and many other illicit content. The dark web is a very influential area in this topic because it is one of the
main ways of distributing child sex slave workers and child pornorgraphy. The dark web contains millions
of illicit chat rooms that discuss children in a sexual manner as well as thousands of child pornographic
sites. The dark web is where many online predators conduct their illicit activities in hiding from
governments. Governments and law enforcement agencies do not have the resources to monitor and
access all dark web sites. It is also virtually impossible to locate the identifies of people  using the dark
web, making it essentially impossible for anybody to be prosecuted.
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Child Sexual Abuse Material (Child Pornography)
Child sexual abuse material is essentially any form of material that promotes or presents children in a
sexualised manner. This material is distributed through sites like the Dark Web and is comprised of
vulnerable and victimized children.These materials are illegal in all countries and are accompanied by
severe consequences. For example, the United States which has a 15-30 year sentence period upon
large fines as well. The spread or creation of child pornography is considered an international crime
because the images are transmitted worldwide, and all offenders have the opportunity to access them.
Once an image of child sexual abuse is uploaded online it is practically impossible to remove it entirely
from the internet. It is approximated that 1 in 3 producers or distributors of child pornography have
previous sexual assault related charges. Child pornography is considered one of the fastest growing illicit
businesses that exists today. The industry has an estimated revenue 3 billion USD annually. These illicit
materials are released usually one of two ways. First,  it is distributed for the purpose of making profit
and is made in a professional manner in illicit studios. Second, it is considered non-commercial and is
distributed freely on websites like the dark web. The main source of the production of child pornography
was found in Africa. In a study conducted by the Crimes Against Children Research Centre. They came
to the conclusion that this was because either children were forced into taking part in the making of the
material, or they were coerced into taking part.
Commercial Sexual Exploitation
Advancements in technology have become crucial in the commercial sexual exploitation of children
across the world. This includes trafficking children for the purposes of sexual exploitation, as well as the
abuse and exploitation of children in the tourism industry. International law has defined trafficking as “the
recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of
force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a
position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a
person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.” In this setting, it is
quintessential to note that recruitment, harbouring or receipt of children for the purpose of exploitation is
to be considered trafficking a person even if it doesn’t involve any means of threatening or use of force or
any other forms of coercion at all. Article 2(b) on the Optional Protocol to the CRC on the Sale of
Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography has defined the prostitution of children as the use of
children in sexual acts for publication. This definition has provided detail for the purposes of Article 34
CRC, which requires States Parties to take necessary measures to prevent the exploitative use of
children in sexual practices or prostitution by any means. By the nature of it, prostitution of children
typically involves someone other than the child benefiting monetarily .The term, “child prostitution” is
often used interchangeably with “the sexual exploitation of children”. However, sexual exploitation details
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a broader array of commercial offenses as well as the prostitution of children. It also includes child
marriage, trafficking of children and child labour.
New Forms of Child Abuse and Exploitation
Made-to-order child sexual abuse material can be connected with organised criminal gathering exercises
and is a critical and rising danger. The expanding interest for new pictures seems, by all accounts, to be
reflected in raising costs for such material. With regards to children misusing ICT, self-created content
contains pictures and recordings that are delivered by and highlight kids. This incorporates, for example,
"sexting", a type of self-produced sexually expressed substance. Mass accessibility of ICT has expanded
the creation of and loss of control over self-produced content. As the internet is widely accessible and
turns out to be progressively reasonable, culprits can communicate live sex abuse of children. Live
videos of abuse may likewise be recorded for future circulation keeping in mind the end goal to create
greatest commercial benefit.
Exposure to Harmful Content
"Exposure to destructive online substance" relates to circumstances where a child incidentally or
purposefully sees explicit or other substance that is judged to be unsafe to themselves. Destructive
substance can cover an expansive scope of sound, visual or composed substance and other material
that can adversely impact children, despite the fact that it's not really illicit in itself. Illustrations
incorporate online erotic entertainment; vicious computer games; sites that embrace racial or ethnic
disdain; business locales that look to cheat children or take their personalities; and, particularly, sexual
material. Children might be presented to unsafe substances as a consequence of misleading website
titles and harmful links. Children who incidentally come across destructive substance can be influenced
before they decide if the substance is inappropriate or not. While a few sites and recreations utilize age
confinements and checks to guarantee that children are not presented to harmful substances. Regularly
there are couple of genuine obstructions to keep kids from getting to such substance at a more youthful
age. As noted in a UNICEF report about children's security on the web, ICTs have made a domain in
which erotica has turned out to be effectively open. With numerous accessible destinations showing
outrageous types of explicit entertainment that can be accessed to by children. A 2006 phone study
conducted by Pew Research Centre in the United States found that among an example of 1500 youth
Internet clients matured 10 to 17 years found that, out of 42 for each of the children between the ages of
10 and 17 years who revealed past introduction to explicit substance. The problem with this exposure is
that it normalizes this behaviour to children, making them a more vulnerable target for predators. If
children become normalized to these materials then the opportunities for sexual exploitation will become
more prominent.
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Major Countries and Organizations Involved
United States of America
The United States of America has one of the highest estimated number of child prostitutes as well
as the most downloads of child pornographic materials. The USA was estimated to have at least 300,000
children are prostituted in the United States. New York has the most cases of child prostitution than
anywhere else in the USA.
UNICEF
UNICEF has done much to combat the issue. They have investigated cases of online abuse in
over 60 countries and have produced 13 reports on the issue. UNICEF has taken cases of child
exploitation in online communities to countries such as the United States and China and has asked them
to make more of an effort to combat the issue. UNICEF has played a big role in brokering the deal
between the USA and Australia on the resettlement of people in refugee camps.
European Union
The European Union in 2015 released the most advanced and effective policies to combat the
issue of on online child abuse. They released a comprehensive report which detailed the problem within
online abuse, as well the policies that dictate what actions should be taken, and how the problem should
be solved. The report is “Violence towards children in the EU”. The European Union has been able to
combat the issue somewhat effectively and has decreased the amount of exploitation. Even though the
European Union has decreased the amount of online exploitation that has occurred, they still have one of
the biggest markets for child pornography and child prostitution.
South Africa
South Africa, whilst being a very advanced African nation, is still one of the best examples for the child
exploitation market that exists in Africa. South Africa alone accounts for 15% of child pornography that is
published online. Children in african nations like South Africa are so vulnerable to online exploitation
because they are uninformed of risks because of the lack of awareness on the issue, as well as the
standard of living. The standard of living is one of main reasons for South Africa’s problem is that the
standard of living is low, meaning that many turn to measures like exploitation of children to make
money.  In South Africa especially, children are paid to take part in pornographic materials. South Africa
has a few innovative programs like Childline and Child Welfare which have both have created programs
to communicate the risks to children as well as prevention methods of being exploited. However there
have been no decreases in the amount of abusive materials that have been released from South Africa
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Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event

October 29th, 1969

The darknet created while ARPANET was being used as the original internet

January 1st, 1983

Researches began to create the “network of networks”, today known as the
internet modem
The Children Act of 1989 is signed. It gives every child the right to be protected
from abuse and exploitation, and to have enquiries made of their safety and

1989

welfare
September 2nd, 1990
October 7th, 1996

Convention on the Rights of a Child is passed by the United Nations General
Assembly
The Promotion and Protection of the Rights of a Child is passed in the General
Assembly
Facebook is created

2004

Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

Convention on the Rights of a Child, 2 September 1990 ( A/RES/44/25)

●

Promotion and Protection of the Rights of a Child, 7 october 1996 ( A/RES/51/456)

●

The Promotion, Protection and Enjoyment of Human Rights on the Internet, June 2012
(A/HRC/32/L.20)

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue
A/RES/51/77, The Rights of a Child
This is one the most important resolutions ever passed by the General Assembly. This resolution
outlines what rights people below the age of 18 are entitled to. This resolution, whilst submitted before
the issue of online abuse ever existed, is still one of the best solutions for the problem. The resolution
itself outlines what the rights of a child are, through this resolution some of the key factors in this issue
like exploitation are deemed inhumane actions towards a child. This resolution stands a piece of
reference to the issue in the way that defines what exactly the problems within this topic are.
The EU Combatting Child Sexual Exploitation Online Act
This act is largest piece of legislation on child sexual exploitation online. It provides solutions as
well legislation that attempt to prevent the exploitation of children through ICT. The Policy Department
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Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs passed the act in 2015, and its key purpose was to update
current legislation to fit with the rapid development of technology. The act, in its updated form improved
the understanding of the issue as well as the laws applied to cases of online exploitation.

Stop the Online Exploitation of Our Children Act 2006, United States of America
This bill was introduced into congress on December 6th
 , 2006 by Senator John McCain. It was a
bill to modernize and expand the reporting requirements relating to child pornography, to expand
cooperation in combating child pornography, to require convicted sex offenders to register online
identifiers. This was an important step in the combatting of the issue because it was the first bill
introduced to Congress which addressed the problem of online exploitation.

Possible Solutions
Another strategy for combatting child abuse through ICT would be increasing government
awareness and methods of combatting the issue. For the most part chat rooms that are located in the
dark web are so numerous that it is impossible for all of them to be monitored with the current state of
intelligence agencies. By increasing the number of people monitoring chat rooms and websites more
cases of abuse can be reported and perhaps prevented. They could possibly adopt impersonation
techniques to find specific offenders in chat rooms and online. By improving the current methods of
preventing online abuse.
Inter-government cooperation is an effective way to prevent child abuse online. Increasing
government cooperation would mean that they should agree to share information on illicit materials being
distributed or made in the specific country. Since the issue is essentially a borderless activity then it is
necessary for governments to help one another by sharing information and techniques. If two countries
can cooperate together then any information on abuse or exploitation of children can be shared between
the two. Governments could perhaps create treaties to ensure the effective sharing of information on
cases of child abuse and methods to combat it.
Laws in many countries have not been updated to combat the issues of online abuse. In
countries without proper protection against child pornography, like South Africa, there are not very
severe punishments for online exploitation or abuse of children. Countries who have not updated their
laws to be more severe towards online abuse. Since the issue exists practically everywhere countries
should aim to have very severe consequences on the issue. Countries should also aim to define in which
places the law should apply to the perpetrator, they should decide whether the perpetrator should be
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punished in the country where they are located, or the country in which they impersonated or exploited
the child. By doing so, there will be more clarity on the issue.
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Introduction
Human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) is extremely limited and so is
the information that can be to obtain. Not only is the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
exceptionally secretive but they are also extremely strict when it comes to their laws and regulations.
Although foreigners can travel to the DPRK, they are strictly and heavily monitored by the government
and ensures that no information leaves the vicinity of the country. Throughout a foreigner’s visit, they are
constantly escorted by a government official, as well as having their mobile phones confiscated in order
to ensure that there are no photos being taken. Human rights within North Korea is amongst the worst in
the entire world; groups such as the United Nations, Human Rights Watch and the European Union are
worried about the country’s record.
Currently under the rule of Kim Jong-Un, the people of the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea continue to live without basic human rights and freedoms have been gravely restricted under the
Kim’s family dynasty. In 2013, the United Nations Human Rights Council appointed Australian judge
Michael Kirby, Serbian human rights campaigner Sonja Biserko, and Indonesian lawyer Marzuki
Darusman as members of the United Nations Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea. On February 17th, 2014, a 400 page report was published in which they
accuse the government of being involved in widespread and gross human rights violations. Within this
report, they documented extermination, murder, enslavement, torture, imprisonment, rape, forced
abortion, and other sexual violence within North Korea.
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Definition of Key Terms
Civil Liberty
In accordance to the Cambridge dictionary, it refers to the rights of a person to do, think, and say
what they want if this does not harm other people. Civil liberties would be considered to be negative
human rights i.e rights that oblige inaction from others. In order for such rights to be upheld, a lack of
action from external parties is required along with structures in place to ensure this external inaction.
Regime
In accordance to the Encyclopedia Britannica, a regime is an institution with clear substantive and
geographical limits, bound by explicit rules, and agreed on by governments. The first leader of the
establishment and current Kim family regime was Kim Il-Sung who took charge of the region in 1948.
Stalemate
In accordance to the Cambridge dictionary, stalemate is a situation in which neither group involved
in an argument can win or get an advantage and no action can be taken. In cases of a stalemate, it
is extremely challenging to establish a positive peace i.e lack of violence along with harmonious
relations.
Repatriate
In accordance to the Oxford dictionary, it refers to sending someone back to their country of origin.
Sanctions
According to the Cambridge dictionary, a sanction is a
 n official order, such as the stopping of trade,
that is taken against a country in order to make it obey international law. On July 7th, 2016, the
United States of America imposed sanctions on North Korea’s leader Kim Jong-Un and 10 other
regime leaders who are alleged to have contributed to the human rights violations within North
Korea.
Special Rapporteurs
According to the Oxford dictionary, a sanction is a person appointed by an international organization
(especially the United Nations) to investigate and report on a particular issue, especially concerning
human rights. For the issue of the situation of human rights in the DPRK, there have been numerous
reports written by rapporteurs in order for us to further understand the situation in the DPRK.
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Armistice
According to the Oxford dictionary, an armistice is a formal agreement during a war to stop fighting
and discuss making peace. An armistice between China, DPRK and the UN allowed for the Korean
War to come to an end.

Background Information
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has ratified four key international human rights
treaties: the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),  the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),  the Convention on the Rights of
the Child (CRC),  the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).
However, they have been unable to abide by the clauses written within these treaties.
Freedoms and Rights
Within the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s constitution, Chapter 5 Fundamental Rights
and Duties of Citizens guarantees many freedoms such as the freedom of expression and movement.
Yet the United Nations Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea discovered that barely any of the freedoms and rights stated were being sustained or enforced by
the government. “In the DPRK the rights and freedom of citizens shall be amplified with the consolidation
and development of the social system” (Chapter 5: Fundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens). The
rights of the people of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea only exist on paper and are rarely ever
enforced in real life.
Freedom of Expression and Press
In article 67 of the constitution, it states “citizens are guaranteed freedom of speech, of the press,
of assembly, demonstration and association”. In reality, freedom of expression does not exist
especially when it comes to speech. There is constant monitoring of citizens in the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea, which means that citizens can never speak freely about the
government as there is always risk that someone may overhear them. Any criticism of the regime
or leadership of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is enough to make a person and their
entire family disappear from society and end up in a political prison camp where they must do
hard labor. There are no independent media companies within North Korea and one of the only
forms of media is news that is scripted by the government. The only opinions that are allowed to
be expressed are that of the regime’s.
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Although freedom of press is clearly stated in the constitution, any press or media is heavily
controlled by the government ensuring that no outside influences affect the press. Their national
media is focused entirely on political propaganda which means that the government strictly
ensure that outside information does not threaten the North Korean’s view of not only the country
but the world. By creating blockades in media, they are able to keep unwanted opinions away
from the ears of their people which in turn allow them to have better control over them.
However, in North Korea civil liberties and negative rights such as freedom of expression are
being violated as North Korea was placed at the bottom of the Reporters Sans Frontieres media
censorship index - a report that reflected the 2014 UN Commission of Inquiry, which said, “there
is an almost complete denial of the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, as well
as of the rights to freedom of opinion, expression, information and association.
Freedom of Movement
Article 75 of the constitution state that “citizens shall have freedom to reside in and travel to any
place” which suggests freedom of movement but in actuality North Korean’s are not permitted to
leave the country unless they have special permission from the government. Special permission
is usually just granted to high officials or people within the government. According to the Human
Rights Watch, “the government uses threats of detention, forced labor, and public executions to
ensure obedience and imposes harsh restrictions on freedom of movement” and the government
has also strengthened its border control to and from China. In the last few years, security levels
at the borders have significantly increased and stricter punishment has been set on not only
people trying to leave but also on the border security guards. According to escapees from the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the government have begun tracking down guards who
have let people cross into China in exchange for bribes and executed them in public.
Freedom of Religion
In Article 68, it is promised that citizens have the freedom of religious beliefs however the
government continue to interfere with the people’s choices of religion. The Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea is officially an atheist state meaning that there is not a specific religion that
everybody must follow therefore logically it should be free range for people to decide on their
beliefs but the government fear that different religions may obstruct the image of the regime.
Thus there are churches built as a facade of religious freedom for foreign visitors. According to
several non-governmental organizations, North Korea is amongst the countries where the
persecution of Christians is the worst. Numerous Christians and Buddhists get sent to political
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prison camps where they get tortured and receive inhumane treatment. And on several other
occasions, several Christians and Buddhists have been publically executed.
International Disruption
Many countries and organization continue to condemn the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea for their inhumane treatment to not only their own people but also to foreign visitors and their
prisoners. It is clear that the government has committed serious human rights crimes which has been
brought to the International Criminal Court’s (ICC) attention.
International Abductions
The North Korean continue to deny allegations that they have abducted several foreign nationals
and refuses to allow the United Nations or any non-profit organization investigate the case. After
the Korean War, there were several rumors and theories that North Korea had abducted both
South Koreans and Japanese people but these were dismissed by many highly acclaimed regime
critics. However, in 2002 Kim Jong-Il admitted to the Japanese Prime Minister about the
involvement in kidnapping Japanese citizens through the 1970s and 1980s. He also claimed that
those who were involved in the kidnappings had been appropriately punished. Many of the
abducted had passed away due to “illnesses or accidents” according to North Korean officers.
Although many speculate that the victims died due to the inhumane treatment received and the
lack of healthcare provided by the North Korean government.
Foreign Detainees
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea have a history of detaining foreign visitors who they
believe have violated their laws. Most recently was the case with Otto Warmbier who was
detained from January 2nd, 2016 and released on June 13th, 2017. He was detained for
committing "hostile acts" against the DPRK by allegedly stealing a propaganda poster from his
hotel. He was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment but was released 17 months after being
arrested and brought back to the United States in critical condition. He died 6 days after being
released from North Korea. They claim he got sick and went into a comatose state but many do
believe that he was abused and tortured to the point of comatose. As a result of Otto Warmbier’s
passing, the US government has banned any Americans from visiting the DPRK.
Criminal Justice
Michael Kirby states within the 400 page report that there are “many parallels” between the
crimes committed in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the crimes committed by Nazi
Germany. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has prison camps that resemble the
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concentration camps in Germany during World War II. These prison camps treat people and visitors in
inhumane condition and punishments.
Public Executions
Public executions are extremely common in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea as the
government believe that it is a good way of sending warnings and ensuring that their people are
obedient. Executions do not only apply to the citizens of DPRK but also apply to the guards and
officials. If the government believe that the guards or officials have not been loyal to the regime,
they will publicly execute them. Citizens are executed if they do not follow the regime’s rules and
are not wired to think and speak like the regime.
Prisons
Persons who have committed a serious offense towards the regime are sent away to prison
camps. Within the camps people are forced to do hard labor such as logging and mining
regardless of the exposure to harsh weather, lack of equipment, and rudimentary tools. They are
often put into deathly conditions within the camps and are l ed to near-starvation, receive virtually
no medical care, lack of proper housing and clothes, regular mistreatment including sexual
assault and torture by guards, and executions. The government does not admit to any camps in
the country but there are satellite images of the camps. It is estimated that each camp had
around 80,000 to 120,000 people in them.

Image 1: Camp No. 25 Satellite Image
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Major Countries and Organizations Involved
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
The DPRK is the main country involved in this issue as they are the ones directly violating human
rights and stripping the rights of their people from them. They are being criticized by countries and
international organizations. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has been compared to Nazi
Germany, not only do they have camps for the prisoners where they abuse and torture their prisoners
while also having the ability to execute them but they also groom their people using political propaganda.
Inhumane treatment has been extremely prevalent through the Kim family dynasty.
United States of America
The United States of America have had several problems when it comes to having citizens
detained in DPRK. This causes for a weaker bond between the two countries which causes other issues
such as political differences. The United States of America are also currently undergoing nuclear missile
issues with the DPRK. In February of 2016, President Obama enacted the North Korea Sanctions and
Policy Enhancement Act of 2016 which passed unanimously within the House of Representatives and
the Senate. This act included several requirements that the President had to abide by regarding issues
such as weaponry, money laundering, and most importantly human rights violations. The act states that:
The executive branch is required to report to Congress on:
●

Plans for promoting unrestricted mass electronic communications in North Korea;

●

North Korean political prison camps;

●

Serious human rights abuses or censorship undertaken by the North 5 Korean government, with
specific findings as to the responsibility of Kim Jong Un, members of North Korea’s National
Defense Commission, and members of the Organization and Guidance Department of the
Workers’ Party of Korea; and

●

Plans for a U.S. strategy to promote international awareness of the human rights situation in
North Korea, and to engage in international outreach on issues including forced labor, trafficking,
and repatriation of North Koreans.

The President is required to sanction any person found responsible for serious human rights abuses or
censorship in North Korea.
People’s Republic of China
The Chinese government have also become stricter with the illegal immigrants coming in from
North Korea and refuse to label them as refugees even though it is an obligation for them to protect
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refugees under the Refugee Convention of 1951. The relationship between the People’s Republic of
China and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has been strong since the Korean War as China
sent troops in order to help their allies fight against the south. Since the end of the war, China has lent
political and economic backing to the North Korean leader. China is the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea’s most important and valuable ally as they have been able to assist in sustaining Kim Jong-un’s
regime as well as backing them against harsh sanctions and UN resolutions.
United Nations Human Rights Council (OHCHR)
The United Nations Human Rights Council was established in order to promote and raise
awareness to the importance of human rights in all countries. The OHCHR are actively working on
ensuring the all people receive their basic rights. The OHCHR has been the main UN committee that has
held conferences and drafted resolutions regarding the human rights violations within North Korea.
Several reports have also been published by special rapporteurs appointed by the OHCHR on the
situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
Human Rights Watch (HRW)
The Human Rights Watch is known for being able to obtain accurate facts and information about
a situation and has the main purpose of spreading awareness about human rights. Much like the United
Nations Human Rights Council, the Human Rights Watch has published several reports regarding
different aspects of DPRK and their human rights. They have also been a part in drafting UN resolutions
in order to alleviate the issues in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.

Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event
After World War II, the fall of the Japanese empire caused for the North Korea and

1945

South Korea to split between the 38th parallel. The North being influenced by the
Russians and the South controlled by the United states of America.

September 9,

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea was founded under Kim Il-Sung’s rule,

1948

establishing the Kim family rule over DPRK.

December 10,

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations,

1948

which established the basic rights of all human beings on earth but as neither DPRK
or ROK (Republic of Korea) were member states, neither is party to the treaty.
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June 25th, 1950

DPRK invades South Korea with the permission from the Soviet Union, marking the
start of the Korean War. South Korea gains help from the United States.

June 27th, 1950

The United Nations Security Council passes Resolution 83, which recommended
that member states provide South Korea with military assistance. President Truman
orders US forces to be sent to aid South Korea in their fight against the North,

January 4th,

DPRK recaptures Seoul with the help of Chinese forces which had joined the war in

1951

October 1950 shocking the US.

July , 1951

The Korean War reaches a stalemate and both South and North Korea agree to a
ceasefire.

July 27th, 1953

An armistice was signed by the Chinese, North Koreans, and the United Nations
ending the Korean War and establishing the Korean Demilitarization Zone.

1963

The relationship between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the Soviet
Union begins to diminish as DPRK begin focusing more on building up their military
and reducing contact with Eastern European countries.

1977

DPRK begin abducting Japanese citizens and forcing them to reside in North Korea.
Some were fortunate enough to be able to escape.

September 8th,

The International Coalition to Stop Crimes against Humanity in North Korea was

2011

established. The ICNK is comprised of Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch,
he International Federation for Human Rights and has support from over 40
organizations worldwide. This organization was established to focus on stopping
DPRK from further violating human rights laws.

March, 2012

The book Escape from Camp 14: One Man’s Remarkable Odyssey from North

Korea to Freedom in the West by Blaine Harden details the life of Shin Dong-hyuk
who is the only known refugee who was born in DPRK and escaped from a political
prison camp. This gave the world a first person view of what it was like living in
DPRK and the experiences he had.
February 1st,

A special rapporteur releases a report to the UN Human Rights Council detailing

2013

and documenting human rights crimes in DPRK.
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Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

United Nations Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, 17 February 2014

●

Situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 9 April 2013,
(A/HRC/RES/22/13)

●

Situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 8 April 2016,
(A/HRC/RES/31/18)

●

Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, 22 February 2017, (A/HRC/34/66)

●

Situation of human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 24 March 2017,
(A/HRC/34/L.23)

●

Human rights of migrants: mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants,
24 March 2017, (A/HRC/34/L.36)

●

Freedom of opinion and expression: mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and
protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression, 24 March 2017, (A
 /HRC/34/L.27)

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue
United Nations Commission of Inquiry on Human Rights in the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea was introduced in order to further understand what is happening within DPRK. This resulted in a
400 page report discussing specific detail about the treatment of both civilians and prisoners within the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. This however did not solve the issue but allowed for further
investigation on the several human rights violations in the DPRK. The United Nations has also reached
out to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in order to come to an agreement on allowing
peacekeepers to enter but the government has declined. Several resolutions have been written on the
situation in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea but none have been able to alleviate the situation
in DPRK. There has also been satellite images of the camps that have been spread through social media
creating awareness to the situation.
Sanctions have been imposed on the Democratic People's Republic of Korea by the United
States of America numerous times but for the majority of them they are related to the nuclear situation
that is occurring in DPRK. The USA has also passed a policy within their country as well as banned their
citizens from entering DPRK due to safety. When Democratic People's Republic of Korea had originally
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detained Otto Warmbier, President Obama spoke to the government in order to arrange for a way to get
him repatriated but the talks did not help the situation. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea is
known to be hard to negotiate with which creates further problems within attempting to solve their human
rights crimes.

Possible Solutions
Setting up a meeting with all important and influential world leaders, including Kim Jong-Un, in
order to try to create a solution without provoking the idea of war. This can be done through the creation
of treaties or a multilateral conference. Some obstacles to this solution is that previous bilateral or
multilateral discussions resulted in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea being unreceptive to
change or criticism. This must be addressed in any future attempts.
Working in conjunction with the Security Council to further negotiations of consent from the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to negotiate with the United Nations and allow peacekeepers to
be placed in their country.
Ensuring that people who have escaped from North Korea are welcomed into countries as
refugees rather than illegal economic immigrants and ensure that they are treated with respect. This will
mean that countries such as China will have to uphold their obligations of protecting refugees under the
Refugee Convention. Creating rescue agencies stationed in China in order to ensure that refugees are
safe after successfully crossing the border.
Create awareness to the situation in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea through
encouraging news agencies to cover stories of escapees who have voluntarily stated that they want to
be involved in an article, and allow for them to explain their experiences living in DPRK and what type of
treatment they received.
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Appendix or Appendices
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

DPRK Constitution: the official constitution of DPRK written in 1948
Human Rights in North Korea: a document written by the European Union discussing the
violations within DPRK
OHCHR: a country profile including recent and special rapporteur reports regarding human rights
in DPRK
HRW: this is a good read if you want to read more into North Koreans in China as there are many
who still fear that they may be found and sent back by the Chinese government
HRW: this page has 6 reports written by the Human Rights Watch regarding different aspects of
human rights in DPRK
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      Image 2: Map of North Korea
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Human Rights Council

Issue:

Ensuring the protection of human rights in the Occupied Palestinian
Territory, including East Jerusalem

Student Officer: Marie-Claire Jalaguier
Position:

President of HRC

Introduction
Following Israel’s declaration of independence in 1948, the nation’s Arab neighbours which
included Egypt, Jordan, and Syria invaded Israel in an attempt to destabilize the new state but failed. At
this time, Jordan occupied the West Bank and East Jerusalem, Egypt occupied Gaza, while Israel held
the remaining Palestinian territory which included West Jerusalem. The various occupations resulted in
approximately 750,000 Palestinian Arabs expelled and displaced. During the period leading to June of
1967, tensions between Israel and its neighbours became increasingly heightened. The Six-Day War,
also known as the ‘1967 Arab-Israeli War’, began when Egypt mobilised its forces at its border with Israel
and Israel launched airstrikes on Egyptian airfields on the 5th of June. Six days later on the 11th of June,
Israel signed a ceasefire with Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Lebanon when Arab casualties surpassed
those of Israel. The outcome of the war left Israel in control and occupying territories of East Jerusalem,
the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula.
The Israeli - Palestinian conflict sparked with the establishment of Israel’s independence since
1948. During the 1967 war, Israel managed to bring “more than one million Palestinians under its direct
control in the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip (Tahhan)”. June 2017 marks 50 years of
Israeli military occupation over Palestinian people and territory, the longest occupation in modern history.
The Israeli military is using the pretext of security to continue controlling 5.1 million Palestinians in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The military occupation has dictated the lives of millions of Palestinians
through military checkpoints, permit systems, and the Israeli West Bank barrier (separation wall) that
divides families.
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch have cited violations of human rights by Israeli
forces in Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) such as unlawful killings, abusive detentions, punitive
arrests, restrictions on Palestinian movement, the development of settlements, discriminatory policies
disadvantaging Palestinians, home demolitions and the forced eviction of Palestinian families. Israel has
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continued to build infrastructure (separation barriers) in the OPT, as well as expanding Jewish
settlements into the OPT despite criticism and outcry amongst the international community. The most
pressing violation of human rights in the OPT is the division whereby Israelis and Palestinians live under
two separate systems that privileges Jews over non-Jews, violating the international law prohibition on
discrimination. Ultimately, the apartheid regime disadvantages Palestinians - decreasing their living
standards in terms of lack of food and water resources and inadequate infrastructure (education,
healthcare, sanitation) - and further exacerbates the humanitarian crisis.

Definition of Key Terms
Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT)
The term ‘Occupied Palestinian Territories’ refers to land territories under the control of Israel. These
areas are the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. Israel has also been designated as the
occupying power of the Gaza Strip by the United Nations and other human rights organizations.
These locations are in the geographic region between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan region.
The occupation of these territories by the Israeli military forces have violated the human rights of
Palestinian people living in the OPT through practices such as but not limited to, imposing an
apartheid regime, the construction of illegal settlements, and the obstruction of freedom of
movement.
Human Rights
As defined by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), all
human beings are entitled to human rights regardless of nationality, ethnicity, sex, religion,
language, or any other status. These rights are universal and inalienable, interdependent and
indivisible, equal and non-discriminatory and they are both rights and obligations. States are
encouraged to respect international human rights laws and the UDHR to protect and fulfill human
rights. International human rights law provide a framework where all governments are encouraged to
refrain from interfering or violating human rights and fundamental freedoms of groups or individuals.
Military Occupation
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), under Article 42 of the 1907 Hague
Regulations, defines a territory to be occupied militarily when it is under the authority or ruling of a
hostile army of an aggressor state. The legality of any occupation is regulated by a UN charter and
the Law of war. Typically, an occupation of a territory ends when the occupying power withdraws or
is driven out. Usually, the end of an occupation will result in a transfer of authority to local
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governments or individuals to re-establish the sovereignty of its territory. There is still remaining
controversy over whether or not Palestine is under military occupation, and the Government of Israel
continues to deny this allegation.
Settlements
Settlements are formally known as the establishment of a community in a previously uninhabited
area. Specifically in the OPT, Israel’s building of settlements following the Six-Day War are for
Jewish only communities. There are currently over 600,000 settlers in occupied East Jerusalem and
the West Bank. The building of these settlements, especially in occupied territories, are illegal under
international law and Israel’s claim to building settlements no longer has legal validity in Security
Council Resolution 2334. The illegal settlements built by the State of Israel have violated the human
rights of Palestinians as more Palestinian land is being annexed by Israel to continue expanding and
building new settlements - effectively driving Palestinians from their homes.
Forced Displacement
According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), forced
displacement refers to the involuntary and forced movement of people from their environment,
home, occupational activities, and their livelihoods. There are many reasons for displacement, the
most common being armed conflict. Other reasons include natural disasters, famine, economic
changes and development. People are either directly displaced meaning people move to a different
location or are indirectly displaced leading to a loss of livelihood such as jobs and education. People
who are forced to flee their homes but remain within the borders of their country are known as
Internally Displaced People. Whereas those who cross international borders are considered
refugees or asylum seekers.
Institutional / Institutionalized Discrimination
UNESCO and international law define discrimination as "any distinction, exclusion, restriction or
preference based on race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or
effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public
life." Institutional discrimination is the unjust and unfair treatment towards an individual or a group by
society and its institutions (ie. law enforcement, education, health care, governments, etc.). This type
of discrimination has been incorporated into the structures, fundamental beliefs, and procedures of
organisations in society. It is systematic in the sense that these prejudices and bias are built into
everyday laws and regulations such as selection criteria for employment or minimum wage.
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Background Information
Status of the Occupied Palestinian Territories
The turbulent conflict regarding Palestinian territories commenced in 1948 when the state of
Israel established its independence through violent means and the ethnic cleansing of Palestine.
Following the Holocaust that took place in Europe from 1933 - 1945, the mission to create an all “Jewish
state” and haven lead Zionist forces to destroy villages and expel 750,000 Palestinians from their homes.
This event prompted neighbouring Arab countries to interfere and defend the Palestinian nation. Israeli
forces controlled 78% of historic Palestinian territory and the remaining 22% was controlled by Egypt and
Jordan following the 1948 Arab Israeli War. Israel’s control expanded further after the 1967 Six-Day War
and absorbed the whole of historic Palestine - expelling an additional 430,000 Palestinians from their
homes (Tahhan). The Six-Day War was a turning point for the Arab world as Israel’s victory brought
more than one million Palestinians under its direct control and dealt a major blow in the trust in Arab
governments. 50 years later, Palestinians in the Occupied Palestinian Territories continue to be
disadvantaged and discriminated against by the Israelis through mistreatments in everyday life and the
violation of their human rights.

Map of region including Occupied Palestinian Territories (Source: BBC)

East Jerusalem
Despite the reunification of Jerusalem in the 1967 Six-Day War, Palestinians and the majority of
the international community consider the Eastern region of Jerusalem under Israeli military
occupation. The city remains divided between the Israelis and the Palestinians where there are
only approximately 300,000 Palestinians making up 37% of the city’s population. The Palestinian
National Authority has very limited control they are able to exercise and the city remains in a
political limbo suspended between Israel and the West Bank. Many Palestinians have had to
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adapt to Israeli society and its growing presence. 5,000 students in East Jerusalem secondary
schools are currently studying for the Israeli matriculation examination that opens the opportunity
for admission into Israeli universities. Additionally, more Palestinian families are applying for
Israeli citizenship - considered to be a longstanding taboo, as a tool for survival. The reasons for
these adaptations are more practical and do not necessarily symbolise East Jerusalem’s
Palestinians’ desire to matriculate into Israeli society.
West Bank
The West Bank is separated and cut off from East Jerusalem by Israeli implemented walls,
fences, and checkpoints. Palestinians living in the West Bank are subjected to physical barriers
such as the barrier wall, checkpoints and roadblocks; as well as bureaucratic barriers such as
permits, and closure of areas. The barriers were implemented to restrict the Palestinians’
fundamental human right to freedom of movement. The West Bank Barrier was built in 2002 by
the Government of Israel with the intention of preventing violent perpetrated by Palestinians in
Israel. 456 km (65%) of the projected 710 km long structure has been completed where 85% of
the structure is built inside the West Bank. Palestinians face ongoing displacement due to
demolitions for the purpose of building new settlements and restrictions on access to land and
natural resources. The fragmentation of society and concerns over the use of excessive force by
Israeli forces in the West Bank pose risks to life, liberty and security of locals.
Gaza Strip
Israel controls Gaza’s coastline and all entry and exit crossings into Israel. Due to restricted
access into Gaza, goods are not imported on a large scale. Food is allowed to be transported in
but aid agencies claim families are not eating sufficiently or at the quantity they used to eat before
Israel’s occupation. Of the 1.5 million Palestinians living in the Gaza Strip, a large majority are
unemployed because businesses are unable to export their products out of Gaza to sell and the
locals do not have enough disposable income to buy products. Violence in Gaza is extremely
prominent; several large incidents include: 1,300 civilians killed when Israel sent soldiers into
Gaza in 2008, and most recently, in July 2014, over 2,200 people were killed - majority of whom
were Palestinians - during 50 days of violence.
Human rights violations
OPT have been under Israeli military and government control and authority for the past 50 years.
The standard of living of Palestinians has greatly decreased since the occupation. Access to food and
natural resources are limited, many Palestinians have been evicted from their homes for the Government
of Israel to expand Jewish settlements, and Palestinians do not have the right to freedom of movement in
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the region and the right to security. The specific violations of universal human rights as set out by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights include: Article 9 (no individual shall be subjected to arbitrary
arrest, detention or exile), Article 13 (the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders
of each state), Article 17 (the right to own property), and others. The daily infringements of Palestinian
rights has been affirmed to be deeply alarming and has caught the attention of the international
community that must ensure the promise of universal human rights in the OPT.
Illegal Israeli Settlements
The building of Jewish settlements in OPT has been denounced by the United Nations on several
occasions in multiple resolutions and votes, declaring the building of these settlements to be
illegal under international law. The main impact of these settlements on Palestinians is the denial
to create a viable state in a small part of historic Palestine. Israeli settlers in the West Bank are
authorized to carry weapons which have often led to attacks on Palestinians, their buildings and
their farmlands. The facilitated transfer of Israeli citizens to the West Bank and East Jerusalem is
a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. Israeli civil law applies to Israeli settlers which
provides them legal protections, benefits, and rights that are denied to Palestinians living in the
same territory. Instead, Palestinians are subjected to Israeli military law where the denial of
infrastructure, services, and subsidies create and sustain an unequal system of society.

Demolished Palestinian Home in Jerusalem (Source: UN OCHA)

Unlawful killings and abusive detention
Over 2,000 Palestinian civilians have been killed by Israeli troops in the three most recent
conflicts in Gaza (2008, 2012, 2014). The targeting of civilian structures and the failure to spare
civilians through feasible precautions is a violation of international humanitarian law. Protests are
common occurrences which Israeli security forces have used excessive force routinely to deter
protesters. Armed Palestinian groups have also fought back against Israel’s military occupation
and regime by committing war crimes including rocket attacks targeting Israeli population centers
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where more than 1,000 Israeli civilians were killed. Israeli and Palestinian authorities have failed
to investigate these violations and security force abuses and have yet to hold those responsible
to account.
Israeli authorities have incarcerated over hundreds of thousands of Palestinians since its
occupation with a near 100% conviction rate. What is problematic is the conviction of Palestinians
based on secret or insufficient evidence without a charge or fair trial. Holding West Bank and
Gaza Palestinian detainees inside Israel violates international law that states that detainees must
be detained within the occupied territory.
Restrictions of movement
In the Gaza Strip, the movement of people and goods has received excessive attention from the
Israeli security and the implementation of tightened restrictions on movement. The restrictions
separate families, restrict access to health care, education, and economic opportunities - further
perpetuating unemployment and poverty in the occupied territories.
In the West Bank, Israel has imposed vigorous restrictions on freedom of movement of
Palestinians enforced by checkpoints and Israel’s separation barrier. On July 9, 2004, the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) recognized that Israel faced deadly acts of violence (of which
the wall aims to prevent) but the ICJ also stated that part of the barrier inside the West Bank with
gates and permits violates Israel’s obligations under international law. The ICJ has called for the
dismantling of the rigorous checkpoints in the West Bank. The barrier poses as a human right
violation as it impedes access to services and resources, disrupts family and social lives, and
reduces Palestinians’ enjoyment of their socio-cultural and economic rights.

Portion of the Separation Barrier (Source: UN OCHA)
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Major Countries and Organizations Involved
Israel
Following the Holocaust in Europe, the world experienced an increase pressure for the
international recognition of a Jewish state. Hence, Israel declared independence in 1948 following a UN
vote to partition Palestine. Israel has called for funding from the international community at the UN for
Palestine’s humanitarian crisis and the state blames Hamas for Palestine’s worsening infrastructure
problems. The State has called for funding from the international community as the Gaza Strip
experiences regular power outages that has endangered the lives of patients in hospitals and two million
inhabitants have to cope with cold and dark winter conditions. Thus, Israel has attempted to solve the
crisis through requesting for international aid. Furthermore, regardless of international pressure, Israel
continues to construct settlements in the OPT. Prime Minister Netanyahu calls it an honour to build illegal
settlements in the West Bank. However, these illegal Jewish settlements displace hundreds of thousands
of Palestinians leaving them to find inadequate shelter and resources.
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
The PLO was established in 1964 and emerged as Palestine’s leading group shortly before the
Six-Day War of 1967. The PLO, founded by Yasser Arafat, achieved international recognition as the sole
legitimate representative of the Palestinian people during the Arab Summit in 1974. The PLO continues
to represent Palestine at the United Nations (as an observer member), the Organization of the Islamic
Conference (OIC) and other forums. In 1933, the Government of Israel and the PLO signed the first
version of the Oslo Accord and signed the second version in 1995. The PLO is the leader of the
Palestinian national liberation movement striving to better the living standards of the Palestinian people
in sectors such as health, education and social services. The PLO aims to achieve the goals of
Palestinian people with equal opportunities in education and in the workforce, and to have access to the
same resources and rights as the Israelis.
Palestinian National Authority (PNA)
The PNA was established in 1994 as a result of the Oslo Accord. The authority’s main mission
was to oversee Palestinian affairs in the Occupied Territories and functions as an agency of the PLO.
The PNA was established to be an interim body to ensure peace and security in Gaza and the West
Bank - not including East Jerusalem. The authority is only mandated to function with civilian and security
control in urban areas under the Oslo Accords but only with civilian control in rural areas. This means the
PNA can only maintain security and peace in rural areas with civilian forces (no armed weapons). Their
main role is to protect and ensure the human rights of Palestinians in OPT through improved security.
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However, Human Rights Watch reported that PA authorities are committing censorship and oppression
on Palestinian citizens.
Hamas
“Hamas is the largest of several Palestinian militant Islamist groups (BBC)”. The group’s name is
Arabic for the Islamic Resistance Movement. The Palestinian Sunni-Islamic fundamentalist organization
was founded in 1987 after the first Palestinian uprising against Israel’s occupation of the Gaza Strip and
the West Bank. The group is labelled as a terrorist group by Israel, the United States, the United
Kingdom and the European Union as well as other countries. However, since 2005, the group has
emerged to become the first Islamist group in the Arab world to win an election through voting. Hamas
has garnered support from Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank after its confrontations with Israel.
The group is an avid opponent of the Oslo Accords between Israel and the PLO and has shown their
distaste through suicide attacks. Suicide attacks and security threats further exacerbate the humanitarian
crisis in OPT and puts Palestinians in harm’s way. On the other hand, Hamas also prides themselves on
their social service efforts to serve Palestinians who have not been aided by the PNA or PLO. Their
social service efforts include food banks, schools, and medical clinics. Hamas has devoted an estimated
$70 million annual budget to an extensive social services network.
United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights (OHCHR)
The OHCHR is the “only internationally-mandated entity to monitor and report publicly on the
human rights situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OHCHR)”. Their mission is to promote and
protect human rights and fundamental freedoms of the people, without discrimination, in OPT. The
measures the office takes in OPT include: monitoring, documenting, and reporting human rights
violations perpetrated within OPT to ensure accountability. They provide technical assistance to
Palestinian authorities, institutions and civil society to anchor human rights in Palestinian society and
their legal frameworks. The office also coordinates and leads specific protection initiatives to ensure
respect for human rights and international humanitarian law. Specifically, they aim for accountability for
settler violence committed in Gaza. The office continues to do more such as maintain ongoing dialogue
with Israel and the international community and supporting the work of other UN bodies.
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA)
The UNRWA was established on the 8th of December 1949 by the UN General Assembly
Resolution 302 following the 1948 Arab-Israeli war. This agency provides assistance and protection to
over 5 million registered Palestine Refugees with the goal of helping them achieve their full potential in
life. The agency’s human development and humanitarian services include “primary and vocational
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education, primary health care, relief and social services, infrastructure and camp improvement,
microfinance and emergency response in situations of armed conflict (UNRWA)”.

Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event
Israel’s Independence

1948

Israel declares independence and expels Palestinians from their land, homes,
schools, jobs and livelihoods.
Founding of the UNRWA

December 8, 1949

The UNRWA is established through General Assembly Resolution 302 with the
purpose of catering to the educational and health needs of Palestinian refugees
throughout the Middle East.
Six-Day War

June 5 - 10, 1967

Six-Day War ends with Israel occupying East Jerusalem, the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, Golan Heights and Sinai. The Israeli Government starts building
Jewish settlements in these occupied territories - violating international law.
Oslo Accord 1
Israeli Prime Minister Rabin and PLO Negotiator Abbas signed the Accord at
the White House in Washington, D.C.. The PLO renounced terrorism and

September 13, 1993

recognized Israel’s right to exist in peace and Israel accepted the PLO as the
representative of the Palestinian people. The PNA was established and
assumed governing responsibilities in the West Bank and the Gaza strip soon
after.
Oslo Accord 2
The second agreement was signed in Cairo, Egypt. The accord detailed the

September 1995

division of the West Bank into individual areas under Israeli, Palestinian, and
Israeli military responsibility with Palestinian civil administration. The agreement
also included other bilateral issues calling for Israeli-Palestinian cooperation.
Building of the West Bank Barrier

March 2002

The State of Israel begins construction on the West Bank Barrier with the
reason of security protection and to prevent the advancement of armed
Palestinians entering Israel.
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ICJ deems West Bank Barrier a Violation of International Law
July 2004

The International Court of Justice issues its advisory opinion that the building of
the West Bank barrier within the West Bank region is a violation of international
law and affirms that the separation barrier must be removed.
Israel’s Withdrawal from Gaza

September 2005

Jewish settlements and military are withdraw from Gaza under instruction from
the Government of Israel. However, Israel still retains control over airspace and
coasts including ports and border crossing in Gaza.
Bid for Recognition of the “State of Palestine”
The PNA launches a campaign requesting for the “State of Palestine” to be a

2011

member of the UN. The bid fails, but UNESCO accepts Palestine as member in
October.
Non-member Observer State

November 2012

The UN upgrades Palestinian representation to become a non-member
observer state to permit participation in General Assembly debates. This
ultimately improves the chances of the State of Palestine joining UN agencies.
Human Rights Council Session

March 20, 2017

The UN Human Rights Council discusses human rights situation in Palestine
and Occupied Palestinian Territories. The session presented several resolutions
and reports addressing human rights and the violations committed in OPT.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948 ( A/RES/3/217)

●

Assistance to Palestine Refugees, 8 December 1949 ( A/RES/302 [IV])

●

Oslo Accords, Security Council Resolution 242, 22 November 1967 ( S/RES/242)

●

Committee on the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, 2 July 2015 ( GA/PAL/1340)

●

Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories
occupied since 1967, 16 March 2017 (A/HRC/34/70)

●

Human rights situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, 16 March
2017 (A/HRC/34/38)

●

Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and the
occupied Syrian Golan, 16 March 2017 (A/RES/34/39)

●

Ensuring accountability and justice for all violations of international law in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem: comprehensive review on the status of
recommendations addressed to all parties since 2009, 12 June 2017 ( A/HRC/35/19)
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Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue
The Oslo Accords were the most prominent and notable attempt at resolving the conflict between
Israel and Palestine. The agreement marked the first effort of Israel and the PLO formally recognising
each other. However, what was seen as negotiations for peace was merely used for Israel to justify the
expansion of illegal settlements in the occupied territories. Yasser Arafat - the leader of the PLO at the
time - was in a disadvantaged position to negotiate as he angered other Arab and Western countries due
to his support for Iraq in the Gulf War. Hence, Arafat entered negotiations with few options and he was at
an unequal standing with Israel. The Oslo negotiations were based on Security Council Resolution 242
and covered issues such as security, Jerusalem, Palestinian refugees, borders, etc. The PLO’s main
goal was to negotiate an end to illegal Israeli settlements in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip but Israel
said they would set aside that issues for ‘future negotiations’. The Oslo Agreement was not a peace
treaty of any sorts, its purpose was to establish a temporary governance and framework to facilitate
negotiations for a final agreement to be concluded by 1999. More than 20 years later, there has been no
progress on this issue. The interim Palestinian Authority was supposed to oversee administration and
internal security in urban areas for 5 years. Currently, the Palestinian Authority is in charge of education,
health and the economy while Israel has full control of external security. However, Israel continues to
retain control over all sectors including security, planning and construction and the transfer of control to
the Palestinian Authority has never happened.
The United Nations has drafted and published six reports focusing on Israel so far in 2017. This is
the highest number of reports for one country. The reports have been published 50 years after Israel’s
occupation of Palestinian territories. The reports address the human rights violations occurring in the
Occupied Palestinian Territories. Some of the issues addressed include the building of illegal Israeli
settlements that result in Palestinians being evicted and displaced from their homes, unlawful seizures
and destruction of property, forceful transfer of Palestinians in the West Bank, excessive use of force by
law enforcement, torture and arbitrary detention, the arrests and detention of children, as well as the lack
of freedom of movement and expression. The reports are effective as they address key issues that
plague Palestinians and how human rights are being violated in OPTs. However, it is unclear what the
results of the publication of these six reports will be and whether Israel or the international community will
be further encouraged to aid in the humanitarian crisis occurring in Occupied Palestinian Territories.
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Possible Solutions
The most straightforward and logical solution is to facilitate continuous and open discussion
between Israel and Palestine to resolve misunderstandings and for both parties to work towards ensuring
both Israelis and Palestinians living in the Occupied Territories receive their full rights as human beings.
Ensuring the possibility of the Israelis and Palestinians living peacefully as neighbours will be the most
progressive step in protecting and assuring human rights such as the freedom of movement and the right
to a life without discrimination that Palestinians are currently being denied. Improving education through
schools and public awareness campaigns on peace, human rights, and international law in the region will
ensure locals know what their rights are and to place more pressure on any groups that choose to violate
their rights. This will also increase the level of tolerance amongst Israelis and Palestinians that have
been divided due to Israel’s implementation of an apartheid regime and will prevent Palestinians from
turning to Hamas to fight for their rights through violence.
The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) has been carrying
out humanitarian missions within the Occupied Palestinian Territories since the 1967 Six-Day War.
Though OCHA-OPT has a presence within the OPT and has worked to coordinate effective responses to
the humanitarian needs of the Palestinians that stemmed from the border dispute and security conflict.
Expanding the mandate of OCHA-OPT from “coordinated and effective response to humanitarian needs
stemming from the conflict, the occupation and other policies, as well as from natural disasters or
extreme weather events” to include infrastructure maintenance and development, and vocational
education for the unemployed population.
Bilateral aid from organisations or nations could be given directly to non-governmental
organisations such as OCHA-OPT or others responsible for the specific development projects and
humanitarian missions within the Occupied Palestinian Territories. This allows for more transparency and
accountability for the flow of aid, and transactions will be significantly faster as well. In addition, this
reduces the risk of corruption within politically unstable governments. The notable inequality gap
between people living in extreme poverty and rich, influential people will hopefully begin to narrow as
well. Aid should be redirected into rebuilding and improving infrastructure such as schools, hospitals - to
prevent power outages, providing food to fight chronic malnutrition for children, and other sectors.
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“Israel: 50 Years of Occupation Abuses.” Human Rights Watch, 4 June 2017,
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Introduction
With wars, poverty and unemployment exist in places like the Middle East and Africa it comes as
no surprise that one of the most relevant current affairs is the need for migrants to find safe and stable
homes in other countries. However, whilst nations like Germany and France take in hundreds of
thousands of migrants every year there are still some nations that close their borders to migrants, one of
the countries where the light is being shined upon most for their lack of action is Australia. With a refugee
program that has been called “deplorable” by Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and the
United Nations Australia still seems to do little to alleviate the issue.
Australia more recently has made an effort to become more strict  on illegal smugglers and boats
that attempt to enter Australia by sending them to offshore detention camps in other countries. The
current Prime Minister of Australia, Malcolm Turnbull, has policies in place which sends refugees to
detention camps that are located in Papua New Guinea as well as one of the world's smallest
independent nation, Nauru. The reason that Australia’s actions have been deemed inhumane is because
of the conditions at these offshore refugee camps which they run and monitor. A recent assessment of
the refugee camps conducted by the Human Rights Watch,stated that the camps were “prison-like”, hot,
overcrowded, unhygienic and dangerous. HRW also reported that people who are currently being held at
these camps are facing physical abuse, as well as rape and sexual assault. The conditions of the island
are so inhumane that there are often cases of suicide attempts and self harm to protest Australia's
policies. Despite all of these cases of inhumane actions, Australia refugees have become more stringent,
with Prime Minister Turnbull banning all refugees who attempted to enter Australia by boat since 2013.
The problem has become ever more pressing when the supreme court of Papua New Guinea ruled that
restricting the movement of asylum seekers who have committed no crimes was completely
unconstitutional. Hence the detainment centres based in the country will be shut down. Australia
however has not prepared for the 850 mean that are being held currently at the centre neither are they
clear as to what will happen to those in the center
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Australia has stated they instituted the policies with the hope that it will deter refugees from
making the journey to Australia via boat, instead hoping they apply to live in Australia.Whilst the
motivation to deter them does exist, many accuse these policies of being racially motivated. Australia’s
two main political parties being the Liberal-National coalition who currently holds power, and the labor
opposition, both parties however have always had very strict policies on refugees seeking asylum in
Australia. In 2013  when the Liberal-National coalition came to power, they instituted the military in
charge of asylum operations.The military patrol the waters that lie between Australia and Indonesia in an
attempt to intercept refugee boats. Once boats are intercepted, they are either towed back to Indonesia
or are forced to take inflatable life boats or dinghies. Australia's objection is not towards the refugees
themselves however towards the methods that are taken to travel to Australia which they believe is their
duty to prevent.
Australia continues to defer migrants from its borders by sending them overseas through the
Pacific Solution to countries like Nauru and Papua New Guinea. In recent years they have done little to
alleviate the refugee crisis and have no signs of being responsible of their actions in detainment camps.
The Pacific Solution itself is a deal which Australia and Nauru both agreed upon, however now Nauru
has decided to end the agreement because the deal was considered unconstitutional.

Definition of Key Terms
Human Rights
Human Rights are the inherent rights that are entitled to all human beings, no matter the nationality,
ethnicity, religion language or any status at all. All humans are entitled to their rights without
discrimination of any form. It is the duty of all states to protect and promote all fundamental freedoms
and human rights, without regards towards peoples status.
Migrant
The UN convention on the rights of a migrant defines migrant worker as a “person who is to be
engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is
not a national.”
Refugee
A refugee is a person who has been forced to leave their country because of war, persecution or
violence. A refugee has a fear of persecution for reasons of religion, nationality, race, political beliefs
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or social status. Refugees in most cases are unable to return home or fear for their life if they do so.
The main causes of refugees fleeing their country is because of war or violence.
Refugee Camp
Refugee camps are temporary settlements that are built to hold refugees and people in situations
that require refuge or are seeking asylum. Typically, a refugee camp serves to accommodate
displaced persons who have been forced to fell their home country. In the case of Australia,
refugees camps can be located on Christmas Island, Nauru and Papua New Guinea
Asylum
The protection granted by a state to someone who has left their home country as a political refugee
Physical Abuse
Physical abuse is any intentional act causing injury or trauma to another person or animal by way of
bodily contact. In most cases, children are the victims of physical abuse, but adults can also be victims,
as in cases of domestic violence or workplace aggression

Background Information
Nauru Detention Centre
The Nauru detention centre has been called “like a concentration camp” by previous employees
and is the epitome of Australia's failure to properly rehabilitate and process refugees in a safe
environment. Nauru currently hosts 380 refugees.Refugees who have been held there have been sent
back to their country of origin. However, there are still refugees being held at Nauru who have been
granted asylum in 2013 but they are still being held for processing.
July 19th 2013 riot
On the 19th of July, 2013 detainees at Nauru detention centre rioted against the inhumane
conditions and set alight to the detention centre. Asylum seekers attempted to break out of the
camp however were stopped by local police and Nauruan men who came to aid in the fight
against the riot. The riot was the biggest in the history of the camp and resulted in upwards of 52
million USD. 3 detainees who were being held there were placed into custody and tried however
were acquitted. After the riots the conditions of Nauru started to come into the international light.
United States resettlement deal
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In November of 2016 a deal was made between the United States of America and Australia that
the United States would resettle refugees from both Nauru and the Manus islands. Very little
information has been made public of how many refugees from both locations will be resettled to
the United States however reports have estimated that 1,250 refugees will be resettled. Malcolm
Turnbull has made one thing clear within the deal “that vulnerable people and families will be
prioritized from resettlement”. The United States has begun processing half of the applications
however the process could take upwards of two years.
Physical and Sexual Abuse at Nauru
In August of 2016, over 2,000 documents were leaked of physical abuse, sexual abuse, self harm
and child abuse in Nauru detention facilities. Many detainees have been reported to suffer mental
conditions because of traumatising experiences of abuse. Paulio Sergio Pinheiro, an independent
expert for the United Nations found that “Of the 2,000 documents, 51% were reports of child
abuse, despite the fact that the population of children in the camp only makes up 18% of the
whole detention centre.” The information about the abuse has not been previously available for
the Australian people's knowledge. There has been no response by the government on the cases
of abuse that occur in the centre. The Australian Human Rights Commission has made many
inquiries in the past few years however the results of their reports were that “conditions are
improving”.
Pacific Solution
In August 2001, a Norwegian boat found another vessel sinking on the coast of Indonesia.The
vessel had on board 480 asylum seekers who wanted to travel to Australia.The migrants were
taking to Christmas Island. The Labor government at the time in Australia, led by John Howard,
refused to let the boat dock at Christmas Island and stated “this matter is between Norway and
Indonesia”. None of the countries made a decision hence leading to a diplomatic standoff
between all three nations. This was known as the Tampa Affair. After ten 10 days, Australia took
control of the ship and developed a deal with New Zealand and Nauru to temporarily host the
migrants while Australia processed their applications asylum.After the Tampa Affair the
Commonwealth Migration Act of 1958 was amended by the Labor government. The amendments
that were made are now known as the Pacific Solution. The changes that were made prevented
asylum seekers from landing on the Ashmore Reef or Christmas Island, instead they would be
redirected to camps at Nauru and Papua New Guinea where they should wait for their
applications to be processed. The purpose of the Pacific Solution was to deter asylum seekers
from taking dangerous boats to reach Australia. However while at the detention camps asylum
seekers are refused protection under Australian law or access to Australian lawyers. The Pacific
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Solution has been highly criticised by human rights organizations such as UNHCR and HRW .
The concern raised the most was that it was likely detainees would be abused because the
location was so remote. The Pacific Solution ended in 2007, however in 2012 was re-instated.
Mandatory Detention in the 1990’s
In the 1990’s there was a large number of Cambodian refugees attempting to reach Australia.
Australia’s response to institute a mandatory detainment policy in an attempt to defer refugees
from making the journey to Australia via boat. Under the policy anyone who enters the Australian
Migration Zone without the proper documentation and visa would be forcefully placed into
detention while checks on their health and security were done, as well as the validity of the
person's claim to asylum.
Under the policy a large amount of Somali refugees were detained, after an 18 month wait they
began to refuse food and began a hunger strike. After one more year they were all granted entry
into Australia. Furthermore a case of 45 boats carrying Chinese and Vietnamese refugees were
found attempting to enter Australia, they were redirected back to Indonesia instantly When the
Prime Minister of Australia changed the mandatory detainment policy was changed by the leader
at the time John Howard who introduced the Temporary Protection Visa policy. The mandatory
detention policy was created in an attempt to deter refugees. However this did very little at all;
around 12,000 people were granted asylum to Australia from 1999 to 2001.
Closure of the Manus Island Detainment Camps
The Manus islands fall under the control of Papua New Guinea where some Australian
detainment facilities are located. However, in the late of 2016 all of the detainment camps were
forced to close down because of the Papua New Guinea Supreme Court ruling that decided the
camps were inhumane. The court called for immediate steps to be taken by Australia to end all
detention of asylum seekers in Papua New Guinea. The Australian government refused to bring
the people held on the Manus islands to Australia and is still looking for a solution. New Zealand
has offered to take 150 refugees within the existing quota.  However, this was refused by
Australia.
Australia's Shift in Refugee Policies
Despite Australia's now strict policies previously they were incredibly generous in their refugee
intake, for example at the end of World War 2 Australia took many European refugees. Australia during
World War 2 had taken in over 100,000 refugees, since then its policies and public opinion have
changed drastically on the subject of refugees. After WW2 the large amount of refugees were sent to
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Australia by plane, however recently there are more illicit boats travelling to Australia. Australia's policies
have shifted to prevent refugees from making the journey to Australia by boat, this journey is dangerous
has been the cause of death for many people seeking asylum in Australia.

Major Countries and Organizations Involved
Australia
Australia for many years now has created and run offshore detention centres with deplorable
conditions. Australia's motivation for their extreme policies is to stop illicit boats from traveling to
Australia. This is in order to prevent the unsafe journey that is taken on the boats Australia has no
intention of altering the policies against boats and plans to resettle the majority of refugees into America.
Australia now is lead by the Liberal-National Coalition which is run by Malcolm Turnbull who is serving as
the current Prime Minister.
Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party
 Pauline Hanson’s One Nation party is a minor political party in Australia, this political party has
very strong views against refugees and their opinions and policies have been called ‘racist’ by many
onlookers. One Nation has fueled stereotypes by spreading messages of hate about refugees and are
part of the reason that the public has strong views against refugees as well as views on the detainment
centres. The political party itself promotes policies that call for a ‘white australia’ as well as a total close
border policy that stops any refugees from coming into Australia. The political has become increasingly
popular and has gained a large following and attention from the media in Australia. The issue of
detainment facilities and their cruelty isn’t one that the public gives much attention to, however since the
One Nation party is spreading their policies there has been increasingly large amounts of support for the
detainment centres.
Liberal National Coalition
The Liberal-National Coalition are the political party that currently hold power in Australia. The
Liberal party's policies are part of the issue of the human rights in detention centres. The liberal party
have more focus towards keeping Australian waters clear of refugee boats than the settlement of
refugees.
Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea plays an important role in this issue because it has been home to numerous
refugee camps that Australia has set up for many years. These camps came about in a financial deal
that Australia would pay to keep refugees in Australian run camps on the islands surrounding Papua
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New Guinea. However,the Supreme Court has recently ruled that camps should be moved off of Papua
New Guinea territory. As of now there is a standstill  between Australia and Papua New Guinea because
of the 380 refugees who remain in Papua New Guinea whilst Australia.

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
The UNHRC has been heavily involved with the situation in Australia by helping in the relocation
process of refugees to both Cambodia and the United States of America. UNHRC has become recently
more involved when it’s chief Filippo Grandi asked for Australia to end the offshore processing. UNHRC
has reported on the detainment centres often and called for there end. UNHRC in an attempt to relocate
the refugees has stopped trying to convince Australia to take refugees but instead turned to other
countries to promote their relocation.
United States of America
The biggest influence of America on this issue is the deal between the United States and
Australia which aforementioned.  The terms of the deal were that refugees would have had to of gone
through the United Nations vetting process which can take from 18-24 months as well as have been
granted refugee status could enter into the United States. Despite the executive order signed by the
President banning refugees from the United States for 120 days, the deal will still go ahead.
Nauru
Nauru is an island state of the coast of Australia, it’s economy it's entirely dependant on Australia
which pays them annually to have detention centres on the island. Nauru is reliant on Australia for their
infrastructure and funds. Nauru plays an important role because on it is Australia's biggest offshore
detention centre. The conditions of the centre have been called ‘cruel’ by organizations like UNHRC and
HRW, many reports of abuse and sexual harassment of come from the centre.

Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event
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Australia ratified to the 1951 “Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees”.
January 22, 1954

Australia was the 6th nation to ratify on the convention as well as a founding
member of UNHRC’s executive committee
Australian parliament passes the Migration Act 1958 in order to manage the

1958

entrance of migrants, the departure and their presence in Australia. The act also
provided regulation for the assessment of asylum seekers in Australia as well as
the process of processing asylum seekers.
Compulsory detention was implemented for non-australian citizens who arrived

1992

to Australia without a visa. This legislation blocked judicial review however
placed a limit of 273 days in detention.

1994

The days in detention limit was removed so people without visas could be held
for as long as seen necessary.
Temporary Protection Visas were introduced for asylum seekers who entered
australia without any authorisation. The temporary visas allowed for refugees to

October 13, 1999

stay in Australia for 3 years, after which they would need to apply for refugee
status again. Holders of the temporary visa could not sponsor families to come
to Australia, they also were not allowed to return to Australia if they travel away
from Australia.
Protests broke out at detention centres like Woomera and Curtin detention

2000

centres over the slow processing system and poor living conditions. People
conducted hunger strikes and sewed their mouths shut.
A new bill was introduced, the Border Protection (validation and enforcements)
bill. This bill gave the Australian government the ability to remove any boat in

August 29, 2001

Australia's territorial waters, they were permitted any level of force necessary.
Any person that traveled on the vessel would not be able to apply for asylum in
Australia.
The Pacific Solution was put into place. Under this policy any refugees who

September 1, 2001

entered without the proper validation were sent to australian run and funded
detention centres located on pacific islands. Asylum seekers are not allowed to
claim asylum on the mainland.

July, 2002

The UN’s report on Mandatory Detention was released. The former Indian
Supreme Chief of Justice reported that the facilities were inhumane.
Australia's migration act was amended so that the detainment of children was

June 29, 2005

only used as a last resort. Instead families with children should be moved to
different facilities that still share the same conditions as normal detention
centres.
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It was revealed to the public that over 900 people were being held in detention
February, 2011

centres that had already been granted refugee status. They were being held for
ASIO security assessment to which there is no time limitations.

September 14, 2012

Australia once again began sending asylum seekers to Nauru in the
re-established detention centres.
Amnesty International published a report which revealed that Australia has been

October 29, 2015

paying boat crews to return people seeking asylum in Australia back to
Indonesia.
The immigration minister Peter Dutton blamed advocates for the recent

May 3, 2016

incidents at Nauru, alleging that they had encouraged asylum seekers to act
violently.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

Assistance to unaccompanied refugee minors, 10 February 1999 ( A/RES/53/122)

●

Selected UN General Assembly resolutions on refugees and related matters, 12 December, 1996
(A/RES/51/57)

●

Body of principles for the protection of all persons under any form of mandatory detention or
imprisonment,  9 December 1988, (A/RES/43/147)

●

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, ( A/RES/3/217)

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue
The first notable attempt to solve the problem of detainment centres and their conditions was by
the former Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd. He had plans to abolish detainment centres and conduct the
processing in Australia in centres with improved conditions and surveillance. Kevin Rudd at the
beginning of his first term as Prime Minister was more welcoming to refugees who came via boat and
proposed safer passages that would be protected by the Australian Navy. However because of a shift of
policies he became harsher towards boats in his second term.
Another notable attempt is the report published by the Australian Refugee Commission which brought
awareness to the issue. It focused heavily on the abuse and mental impact of the conditions on children.
This report looked into the abuse and pressured the government to change its policies and the public to
change its views.
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Possible Solutions
Australia’s policies towards refugees are unlikely to change, however the existing detention
centres can be improved or closed. This could be done by countries with adequate resources, such as a
stable economy and the means to temporarily hold refugees could provide places for refugees to be held
while their application for asylum is being processed.
Furthermore, deals like the one that was done between the USA and Australia could be created. By
doing so this would increase relations between the two countries as well as provide the refugees in
Australia’s detainment camps a new home. New deals however should be ones that act quicker than that
of USA and Australia’s, instead of an over 3 year waiting process new deals should aim to have a shorter
process time.
The quality of detention centres should be increased drastically. The international community could call
for Australia to be more transparent with cases of abuse in the facilities. Improving the transparency of
the detention facilities is key to keeping the people in the centres safe, so ensuring that cases of abuse
and mistreatment are reported on is essential.
To improve the condition of the facilities, Australia could possibly move the centres to more developed
countries like New Zealand. By moving the centres overseas to more developed nations there will be
more resources and adequate conditions for those migrants.
Increased cooperation between involved nations could be a solution to the issue. Improving the
cooperation between Australia and Indonesia could possibly aid in the surveillance of Indonesian waters
where the boats are sent from. As well as joint efforts to escort boats back to detainment centres. If
Australia and Indonesia were to communicate when there are boats coming through the waters so that
the collection and redirection process can more effective.
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Introduction
The human trafficking industry has been prominent for centuries. Following behind illegal drugs
and arms trafficking, human trafficking is now the third largest international crime industry (UNODC). The
earliest documented event of global human trafficking was the African Slave Trade in the 1400s.
Europeans began slave trading by transporting people from Africa to European states and using them as
slaves. These slave ships packed people tightly into small spaces in order to carry more slaves than the
intended capacity of the boat to maximise profit. Sanitation and bathrooms were often not provided and
many slaves were hindered from shackles secured around their ankles. The journey for the slaves was
emotionally traumatic as many attempted suicide and most died from starvation and disease. In the
1500s, Britain joined the slave trade in the African continent and the 1600s marked American’s
involvement along with more European countries. In the 1800s, change was sparked when Britain
passed its first law against slavery in 1807. The United States followed by abolishing slavery as
President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation in 1862. Following the African Slave
Trade, ‘White Slavery’ - defined as the enslavement of a white woman or girl against her will for the
purpose of prostitution - rose to prominence.
In today’s globalised and ever-connected world, the issue of modern human trafficking has
become a widespread issue geographically and in volume. The United Nations criminalized human
trafficking in 2000 under the protocols of Transnational Organized Crime. Many human trafficking circuits
are not convicted and continue to run operations kidnapping children and coercing woman for
exploitation purposes - all to gain further profit. With increased recognition and awareness worldwide on
the pressing issue, there should be a decrease in the rate of trafficked persons. However, this form of
organized crime has a large abundance of groups and is rather low-risk as governments do not have
enough time to investigate each illegal group that is transported. Furthermore, it is easier for women and
children to be contacted and deceived via modern day technology. To best solve the issue, the root of
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the problem needs to be addressed. There needs to be measures implemented to prevent and stop the
process of trafficking in persons, as well as supporting the rescued and punishing the perpetrators.

Definition of Key Terms
Human Trafficking
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) defines trafficking under three core
elements: the action of trafficking; the means of trafficking; the purpose of trafficking. The action of
trafficking is the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receiving of people. It is more
simply known as the illegal transportation of people from one area or country to another. The means
of trafficking threats or violence such as coercion, abduction, fraud, deception, and / or the abuse of
power. The purpose of trafficking is typically for exploiting humans for forced labour or for the sex
trafficking industry. More specifically, women and children are sold as sex slaves for commercial
sexual exploitation or for labour or the textile industry. Recently, this term is being used
interchangeably with ‘modern’ or ‘contemporary’ slavery.
Exploitation
The Action for the Rights of Children - under the UN Refugee Agency - defines exploitation as the
unfair treatment towards an individual in order for another to benefit from their work. Traditionally, a
person of a higher social or economic status will unfairly take advantage of another individual who is
in an inferior position or in a vulnerable stage of their life - possibly due to poverty, lack of education,
unemployed, etc. Women and children can be exploited sexually or during forced labour where
slaveholders keep profits from their work.
Slavery
Trafficked persons are enslaved for different purposes but they are often placed in harsh working
and living conditions without adequate remuneration and with no freedom or ability to make their
own decisions. A slave is forced to work, often without pay, and is unable to voluntarily leave
because they are under the threat of violence. Slavery can manifest itself in ways such as debt
bondage, contract slavery through deception, sex trafficking, forced marriage, domestic servitude,
child labour, and child soldiers (Free The Slaves).
Child Labour
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The International Labour Organization (ILO) defines child labour as the employment or enslavement
of children under the legal age. Children working in illegal business violating child labour laws are
typically exploited or they are forced to work at certain businesses due to a family debt they must
work to repay. Majority of nations worldwide have implemented child labour laws but there are still
some states who have implemented lenient child labour laws with a minimum age younger than the
country’s legal age.
Forced Labour
The International Labour Organization (ILO) defines forced labour as an individual involuntarily being
made to work against their wishes. Examples of forced labour are prevalent in industries such as
agriculture farming, textile, fashion, factory good productions, domestic work, military labour, etc.
They often occur in ordinary businesses that do not raise suspicion. Labourers are coerced into
working under harsh and / or dangerous working conditions without standard health and medical
insurance or minimum wage.
Human Rights
All human beings are entitled to the thirty fundamental human rights - as listed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) - regardless of nationality, ethnicity, sex, religion, language, or
any other status as defined by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR). These rights are universal and apply to everyone equally and non-discriminatorily.
Trafficking in persons violates the right to freedom, and traffickers violate articles written in the
UDHR that state that no one shall be enslaved, and that no one shall be subjected to inhumane
treatment.

Background Information
Causes and consequences of human trafficking
The International Labor Organization estimates that over 20 to 30 million people are enslaved
today. The United States State Department estimates that 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked
internationally annually, 80% of which are female and 50% are children. The human trafficking industry
profits approximately $150 billion USD each year. The ILO estimates that $99 billion is generated by
commercial sexual exploitation, $34 billion in manufacturing forced labour, $9 billion from agriculture
labour and $8 billion saved by domestic workers forced into labour in private households. The profits
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earned from this illegal industry is extremely attractive and results in further participation from traffickers
or smugglers and slaveholders.
People who are vulnerable are more susceptible to being trafficked and enslaved. Many victims
live in poverty or are economically poor. Some lack the awareness of their own personal rights and the
risks of accepting propositions for work into forced labour. Furthermore, the absence of crucial
organizations serves as protectors for communities especially vulnerable to being enslaved (Free the
Slaves). The absence of critical services further exacerbates poverty and leaves children unable to
attend school and are thus vulnerable to traffickers. Marginalized communities are less likely to be
protected by legal protection and the weak definitions of trafficking in laws of a country reduce the risk of
traffickers being convicted. Finally, women and girls victimized and stigmatized for being forced into sex
trafficking lack education and vocational skills and are emotionally traumatised, hence, they are are a
high risk of becoming re-enslaved.
Slavery
One consequence of human trafficking is slavery in a foreign country. Types of slavery include
debt bondage, also known as bonded labour, involving loans where the borrower is required to
repay their own loan or their families by working for the loaner. Often times, the amount needed
to be repaid will grow with time and the loan can never be repaid. Contract slavery occurs when a
laborer is deceived into being enslaved through false employment contracts. Domestic servitude
is another common type of slavery where women work as household workers - also known as
domestic helpers or maids. They are not permitted to leave the household, they received little to
no pay and are frequently subjected to physical, verbal, and / or sexual abuse.
Sex exploitation
Majority of young females and women trafficked worldwide is for the purpose of sexual
exploitation. Of all the victims of human trafficking, 22% are trafficked for sex and this sector
earns 66% of the global profits of trafficking. A woman forced into sexual servitude earn
approximately $100,000 USD annually which is a significantly larger profit than other trafficking
victims in the labour sector. ILO estimates that there were 4.5 million victims forced into sexual
exploitation in 2012. Forced marriage or child marriage is mostly prominent in Sub-Saharan
African and South Asian countries such as Niger at 76%, and the Central African Republic and
Chad both at 68%. The girl could be sold by her family to repay a debt or given for economic
benefits or social status.
Child labour
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Children kidnapped and trafficking are often engaged in forced labour, prostitution, and other illicit
activities. Children may also be coerced or deceived into becoming child soldiers to engage in
combat but this violates international norms where children below the legal age are forbidden
from joining armed forces. UNICEF estimates over 150 million children are engaged in child
labour worldwide. They are often involved in hazardous activities that impact their physical,
mental, and educational development. In less developed countries, nearly one in four children between the ages of 5 to 14 years - are unfairly engaged in labour that is detrimental to their
development and health. The prevalence is highest in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Status of trafficking in persons, especially women and children, worldwide
Trafficking in persons is a worldwide industry that has been exploiting people for centuries. Now,
with more media coverage, people and state governments are more willing to take action after
recognising that humans have the capability of preying upon other humans for profit. The trafficking of
persons is a challenging issue to prevent as there are too many groups involved and seemingly ordinary
businesses may easily hide workers they are exploiting. Traffickers often target people who are escaping
persecution and conflict, as these victims are already in a vulnerable emotional and sometimes physical
state. They will either not be able to fight back physically or be able to walk away. In addition, some that
are targeted do not have expansive knowledge on their basic human rights to be able to fully understand
they are deceived and being deprived of their rights. For the year 2016, the U.S. State Department
Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report estimated only 14,900 traffickers were prosecuted and 9,100 were
convicted globally.
Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
The MENA region includes Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, United Arab
Emirates, and Yemen. This region has implemented specific offences of trafficking in persons in
their respective criminal codes. Most of the region has criminalized sexual exploitation and forced
labour without any restrictions concerning the victim’s age. Though offences of trafficking in
persons has been adopted by most nation’s legislations, there is general absence regarding how
it is specifically defined. The MENA region has relied on other laws to prosecute and convict
cases and trials regarding trafficking. Most countries in the region have legislation related to
crimes post-trafficking such as sexual exploitation, pandering, and segregation. The TIP reports
estimates over 3,000 trafficking victims in 2016.
Africa
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West and Central Africa can be divided into three groups in terms of the legislation countries
have adopted on the trafficking of persons. The first group have adopted specific provisions
criminalizing trafficking for sexual exploitation and forced labour for sexual exploitation with no
restrictions on the age or gender of the victim. This first group includes Anglophone countries in
West Africa such as the Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ghana, and Nigeria. The second group Benin, Burkina Faso, Gabon, Mali, Togo - have adopted legislations only criminalizing child
trafficking. The third group - Chad, Cote d’Ivoire, Guinea, and Nighter - do not have specific
offences addressing any form of human trafficking.
Contrary to the global trend, Sub-Saharan Africa’s most frequently detected victims are young
boys at 39% and the most frequently detected form of exploitation is forced labour at 53%.
Forced labour is more prominent in this region as the region is not the most economically
wealthy, thus more resources are allocated and required for labour work. More young children
are enslaved into child labour and forced to work gruelling hours in harsh working conditions for
the profit of their slaveholders or exploiters.
The Americas
The most frequently detected trafficking victims in North America are women at 60%. The
emerging trend in the region is that many women and girls are trafficked for forced labour and
sexual exploitation (55%). In Central America and the Caribbean, the emerging trend is that there
are more young children among detected trafficked victims, 46% being young girls. Trafficking is
mostly local or domestic but the region is also a destination for long distance flows. East Asia is
the most significant contributor to transregional trafficking into North America. Legislations in
Canada, Mexico and the United States have evolved to the UN Trafficking in Persons protocol.
Mexico has only criminalized child trafficking. In South America, 45% of detected victims are
women and the region is a destination for intra regional trafficking as well as the origin of
trafficking flow to other regions.
Asia and the Pacific
South - East Asia plays a major role in the human trafficking industry. It is both an origin and
destination for short and long distance trafficking. 51% of detected victims are women which fits
the general trend worldwide of women being more vulnerable to human trafficking than men. 26%
of victims are young girls whereas 6% are young boys. Altogether, 2,700 victims detected
between 2012 to 2014 were females. This region is different from others as trafficked victims from
this region are detected in more than 60 countries worldwide in all regions. The trafficking flows
have a much larger range and reaches a global dimension.
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Europe
In Europe, 56% of trafficked victims are women and the most frequently detected form of
exploitation is sexual exploitation at 67%. 7% of victims are young boys and 18% are young girls.
Member nations of the European Union are the primary origins of trafficking flow into Western
and Southern Europe. Half of trafficked victims were trafficked from nearby destinations, while
7% were trafficked from distant countries. Specifically in Central and South - Eastern Europe, the
rate of trafficking young girls is higher at 23%. Almost all the countries in the region have enacted
trafficking in persons offences using the definition from the UN Trafficking in Persons Protocol.

Major Countries and Organizations Involved
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
The UNODC was established in 1997 as a result of a merger between the UN Drug Control
Programme and the Centre for International Crime Prevention. The UN body plays a pivotal role as a
global leader in the fight against illegal drugs and international crime. It is mandated to assist UN
Member States in their struggle against international crime. The first main role of the office is to carry out
“field-based technical cooperation projects to enhance the capacity of Member States to counteract illicit
drugs, crime and terrorism”. Second, the office is to conduct research and analytical work in order to
increase knowledge and understanding of crime issues and gather more evidence for policy and
operational decisions. Third, the office assists Member States in ratifying and implementing “relevant
international treaties, and the development of domestic legislation on drugs, crime and terrorism
(UNODC)”.
UN Women
UN Women is part of a joint UN coalition with the UNHCR, OHCHR, UNODC, and the ILO to
prevent and combat human trafficking, and to protect humans from being trafficked and to protect
victims. The joint UN effort aims to support UN member states with their efforts against human trafficking
by providing guidance on how to implement approaches.
Coalition Against Trafficking in Women (CATW)
This organisation engages in ongoing projects and campaigns to combat human trafficking. Their
efforts focus on prevention, education, gender equality, legislation, services for victims (recovery
process) and putting an end to the demand that fuels the sex trafficking industry. In terms of Human
Rights Advocacy, CATW participates in international conferences, UN forums and other programmes
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intended to implement punishments for the perpetrators of sexual exploitation and support survivors’
protection and human rights. As stated in the name of the organization, they focus on the prevention of
trafficking in women.
United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT)
UN.GIFT was launched in 2007 through a collaboration of organizations which include the
International Labour Organization (ILO), the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), the UN
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the UNODC, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Following the signing of the Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons especially Women and Children by 140 parties,
UN.GIFT was conceived to further promote the fight on human trafficking on a global scale. It aims to
motivate states and non-state actors to eradicate human trafficking through methods such as reducing
the vulnerability of potential victims, ensuring adequate protection, supporting efficient prosecution of
criminals, and respecting the fundamental rights from the UDHR.
United Arab Emirates (UAE)
The UAE’s anti-trafficking efforts have a more in-depth focus on sex trafficking than on forced
labour. Some of the country’s efforts include shelters and public awareness campaigns. The country’s
agency specialising in dealing with trafficking has stated that because 85% of their population is
comprised of expatriates, they would be treating labour issues separately from human trafficking and that
the two should not be linked. To reduce the risk of trafficking, the UAE should implement immigration
policies and labor laws that protect the estimated 7.3 million foreign migrant workers in the country. The
visa sponsorship system - the kafala - “ties domestic workers to individual employers (Human Rights
Watch)”. This system, along with deceptive recruitment practice and maltreatment from employers,
creates an environment suited for trafficking and modern slavery.
Thailand
Women engaged in commercial sexual exploitation either do not have any other way to make
money, have been enslaved and forced into the industry or are trafficked to Thailand from other
countries. Law enforcement are more concerned with underage women in a brothel and neglect the
other adult women who have been forced against their will to work for non consensual sex. The Thai
Government does have policies in place against trafficking but many traffickers still have not been
brought to justice and persecuted fairly. The military primarily address labour trafficking and child labour
because they are on a larger scale where labour traffickers exploit more than one victim at a time. On the
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other hand, sex trafficking circuits are small and comprise of one to five women making it more
challenging to identify.

Timeline of Events
Date

Description of event
Criminalization of White Slavery
The International Convention for the Suppression of the White Slave Trade, was

4 May 1910

signed by several governments in international conferences regularly organized
in Paris as a means to combat the trafficking and exploitation of women and
girls.
Effort from the League of Nations
The resolution, International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in
Women and Children, raised awareness and brought attention to the

15 June 1922

international trafficking of all women, not simply those of Caucasian descent. In
addition, it also recognised the trafficking of both male and female children.
However, in 1921, human trafficking was only viewed for the purposes of sexual
exploitation. 33 countries signed the resolution at the League of Nations.
First International Agreement on Human Trafficking
The United Nations adopted the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in

2 December 1949

Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others, which is the first
legally binding international agreement on human trafficking but only 66 nations
ratified the resolution.
Fourth World Conference on Women
The Commission on the Status of Women (UNCSW) organized a world

September 1995

conference on women in Beijing. One issue addressed was the trafficking of
women. Trafficking was officially recognised as an act of violence against
women and actions to be taken to solve the issue were developed as well.
Founding of UNODC

1997

UNODC is a leader in the fight against international crime including trafficking in
persons.
Palermo Protocols

15 November 2000

The United Nations General Assembly adopts the Palermo Protocols focusing
on Transnational Organized Crime. The specific protocol relevant to this issue is
the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially
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Women and Children which defined ‘trafficking in persons’ and called for
international recognition to the issue.
Human Trafficking Awareness Month
President Obama declared January to be dedicated to raising awareness on
11 January 2011

human trafficking. The increased recognition and education for the public
increased efforts from organizations and anti - trafficking campaigns appealed
to the government to reevaluate and renew the Victims of Trafficking and
Violence Protection Act of 2000 implemented by the United States Congress.
Resolution 2331 (2016)
The Security Council passed and unanimously adopted Resolution 2331 (2016).
The Council condemned all instances of the trafficking of persons in areas

20 December 2016

affected by armed conflict. In particular, they condemned the sale and trade of
people by terrorist organisations. The Council also stressed that insecurity and
instability

is

further exacerbated by human trafficking contributing to

transnational organized crimes.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events
●

International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children

●

Geneva, 30 September 1921

●

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948 ( A/RES/3/217)

●

Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution
of Others, 2 December 1949 (A/RES/4/317)

●

Palermo Protocols: Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially
Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime (Trafficking Protocol), 15 November 2000 ( A/RES/55/25)

●

Trafficking in persons, especially women and children, 16 June 2009 ( A/HRC/RES/11/3)

●

United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 12 August 2010
(A/RES/64/293)

●

Resolution 2331 (2016), 20 December 2016 ( S/RES/2331)

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue
The MENA region has implemented a ‘Comprehensive Arab Strategy for Combating Trafficking in
Human Beings of the League of Arab States’. There are six main categories of preventative measures to
combat human trafficking - research and collection of data, monitoring the status of the issue, public
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awareness campaigns, reform school education to include the issue in curriculums, alleviate factors that
make people more vulnerable and susceptible to trafficking, and diminishing the demand for victims of
trafficking. A mid-evaluation wrote that the project delivered more activities than originally plan through
effective cost sharing with various similar projects - such as the UNODC Global Programme against
Trafficking in Persons. The project also relied on the cooperation of the League of Arab States and to
maximise efficiency and ensure relevance and ownership, the project’s activities were designed following
consultations with Member States of the Arab League.
The Trafficking Protocol has provoked international and regional bodies worldwide to become
more involved in researching the issue and supporting anti-trafficking strategies and solutions. More UN
member states have begun introducing and implementing new policies and laws with the intentions of
criminalising trafficking in hopes of deterring traffickers and to protect victims and prevent future
trafficking. The Protocol provided a universal definition for trafficking that has aided in the creation of
legal frameworks and legislation on the issue. It has also prompted strong political and social
commitment to the issue as 166 member states have ratified the Protocol. The Protocol called attention
to victims whose fundamental human rights were being violated and denied whilst the rest of the world
was unaware of the clandestine trafficking operations. Finally, the Protocol also placed high priority on
cooperation amongst states and between governments and organisations which has proved useful in
mobilising global support on the issue. This Protocol has been effective in ensuring that member states
have a guideline to which they can follow when implementing local laws for the prosecution of human
traffickers.

Possible Solutions
The first step to preventing trafficking in persons is to address the root of the issue - trafficked
people are vulnerable economically and / or socially. Victims susceptible to being coerced and trafficked
often live in poverty and lack education, employment, equal opportunity, and underdevelopment.
Implementing public awareness campaigns about people’s fundamental human rights will ensure that
those vulnerable will not be deceived into harmful agreements. Public awareness campaigns on the
issue of trafficking in persons could be implemented to potentially increase the chances that citizens can
notice the signs of trafficking and report to local authorities. Public awareness campaigns could include
social media or other mass communication campaigns. More involvement from the public will differ from
previous campaigns that were organized by the government. When the public becomes involved in
targeting an issue, it is more effective in raising awareness. Campaigns could include student initiated
campaigns such as fundraising marathons for organizations that support trafficking victims, as well as
implementing awareness programs in schools. To raise more awareness, governments could implement
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legislations requiring companies selling textiles, fabrics, and food products to declare that they are not
using forced labour and that labourers work under safe conditions and are paid well. When consumers
are able to make educated choices on the products they purchase, slaveholders and trafficking groups
indirectly earn less profit and this will slow or halt trafficking operations.
Governments could cooperate with local grassroots anti-trafficking coalitions or organisations
which will better improve the implementation and awareness of projects, campaigns and services that
the organisations offer. Cooperation between various governments and with organizations could
endeavour to further research and collect data on specific local geographic locations or the trends of
trafficking flow in their respective regions. Further research needs to be conducted for potential social
and economic initiatives as well. Previously, research focused on the specifics of human trafficking such
as the number of people trafficked and/or convicted by region, the flows of trafficking, etc. This type of
research should be continued but the development of social and economic initiatives involves how to
support victims, how to provide opportunities in the workforce so that people do not need to resort to
going into harsh working conditions for unfair wages, and how to stop the spread of trafficking groups.
State parties should also strengthen prevention measures through bilateral or multilateral cooperation to
alleviate factors that make women and children, in particular, vulnerable to trafficking.
Revictimization of women and children is also an issue that needs to be avoided to prevent more
trafficking. Governments could increase investments to non-profit organizations specialising in the
rehabilitation and reintegration of victims of trafficking. People lacking access to health and legal services
are also not fully capable of protecting themselves against traffickers exploiting these disadvantages.
Social initiatives from state parties could include shelter and centers for victims of trafficking once they
are free. Other possibilities are language classes in order to remove language barriers that disavantage
vulnerable victims, vocational training, food stamp systems for families lacking essential needs and other
factors that will aid in halting the cycle of poverty. It is always beneficial for a country’s economy when its
citizens are working efficiently under good working conditions. Improving the living conditions and
support for rescued trafficking victims will enable them to better integrate back into society and the work
force.
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